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Collins on
the job as
MSU's new
registrar
By Meredith Frneland
MSt.;
fieletions
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Collins. the new registrar
Murray State. said "SN'e air also
les/salsa-it'. for :rent's/mon ol
student athletes, and we've
recently ussiitoril the responsitidily for semi'', alton of out
veteran students and then
"
'llse revalue's office handles
itiarf9 issues within thc educational system, and Collins it no
stranget to the teaming piocess.
"1 teceived hoth my bachelor's
and master •Y dggrees from
Airsettn Yeay Stiff University
and I am Lurrently pursuing
completion of my doctorate in
higher &slut anon administration
at
Vanderbilt
University,"
('ollins aaid.
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KYSEP LOUGH Ledgw & rims
Lt Gov Daniel Mongiardo is welcomed by Murray Lodger & T mes
publisher Alice Rouse duhng a visit to the Ledger
newsroom Tuesday

Lt. Gov. Mongiardo visits. Murray,
meets with local supporters
44

Ely HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ith the latest poll numhers show
ing 1,t. Gov Daniel Mongiardo
about 18 points ahead of
Attorney General Jack l'onway, hc says he
feels confident that he t an hetome the
first Kentucky' Democrat sinte Wendell
Ford to asi.end to the t inited States Senate.
Mongierdo was in town Tuesday to
attend a tampaign function at the Mutray
Banquet Center as he eyes claiming retiring Set) lint liunning's scat In November.
Act:wiling to the results of u recently
released
poll
from
SurveyUSA,
Mongiardo leads Conway 45 percent to 27
percent among likely Detnocratir voters.
,Aniong Republicans, Bowling Green cyc
doctor Rand Paul leads Secretary of State
'Frey Grayson 42 percent to 27 percent.
Both polls had 19 percent saying they
were undecided and thc rest of the condi-

W

Wile fields with 5

percent support or less.
Mongtardo says he believes he will not
only win the Democratic nomination
whcn voters go to the polls on May
hut
will prevail in the general election as well,
He said that at this stage in 200-4, no one
thought he had a chance to come close to
heating Sen. Jim Bunning, hut hc carne
within 1.4 percent of hts vote total when
the November ejection came Since
George W. Bush did very well atnong
Kentucky voters
thc same election.
Mongiardo maid he can win over voters
because working latnilies trust hint to
eschew' partisan bickering and help
change the culture in Washington. D.0
Mongiardo. who is frotn Hazard, said
there is a sense of anger all over the country at the gridlock in Washington and steers want someone who will use "rural
Kentucky common sense" to solve problems. lie said he wants to fix health care,

but that his minor problem with the bills
currently before the House and Senate is
that they arc attempting to insure 30 million 71CW customers under a "broken"
health care sy item. He said he thought
something needed to be done to stop the
escalating costs of health care hut that the
current versions of the legislarkm don't do
that.
Mongiardo said he thinks Kentucky universities could lead the way in doing the
research needed to find the most efficient
solutions to fixing the health care system,
which he Wiese's will bankrupt states and
the federal government if it isn't changed.
lic also believes the state could lead the
way on reducing the nation's dependency
on foreign oil partly by researching ways
to bums coal more cleanly. He said he is
against cup-and-trade legislation because
Kentucky's electricity providers would
not be able to afford it.

By The Amoeiated Press
Wednesday Wane cloody
wah a 50 per(mot charm) of
%howortc and thunderstorms
thn r111(1 80s South
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday night.. Showers
likely and H slight chance of
thunderstorms
in
the
evening.. Then showers likely
after midnight Lows in the lower
50s Chance of precipitation 70
percent
Thursday Moady
cloudy
with a chance of showers aryl a
slight chance of thiantiostoteis
iiighs in the lower 80s Chance
of precipitation 50 percent
Thursday
night. Mostly
clotiely with a 30 percent chance
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40s
Friday Mostly cloudy with A
:10 percent chance of showers
Highs in the mid 50s
Friday night Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of rain
showers Lows in the upper 30s
Saturday Mostly cloudy with
a 2C percent chance of rain
showers Highs in the lower
rsos
Saturday
night Mostly
rioudy. Lows in the upper 308
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Stan Wdter
alloway County will
receive more than 524
million in road construction and maintenance funding
as part of the Kentucky House's
biennial budget proix/sal with
an additional $197 million allocated tor construction ot new
bridges and roadways in Trigg
County and Land Between the
Lakes
The bill includes a state
spending blueprint for the next
two fiscal years that includes
about $1 billion in tmnding for
school construction, water and
sewer projects and $3.4 billion
in road and bridge construction
projects dunng the next twoyear budget eyde and the present fiscal year. according to a
news release from Rep. Melvin
Henley, D-Murray, this morning. The money would he a mix
of state honding and federal
funds,
House Speaker Greg Stumbo
said the flurry of proposed COMstruction projects are aimed at
creating about 25,000 jobs in
Kentucky which is now suffer
mg an unernploynient rate (,t

Job
Shadowing
Maegan Lusk, a senior al
Calloway County High
School. spent Tuesday at
the Murray Ledger &
Times job shadowing with
the staff. Pictured at right,
Lusk learns how to lay
out the classified section.
while Jill Stephens. clan sifted manager, looks on
KYSER LOUGH
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Proposed $17.5B
budget dem
House panel
Hy BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - A
Kentucky House commotee
approved a proposed $17.5 billion two-year state budget
Tuesday night that includes cuts
to higher education and seeks to
tnni the prison population by
increasing use of parole for
some nonviolent criminals to
squeeze savings.
The spending blueprint proposes about $1.3 billion in general fund bonding for construction projects aimed at creating
thousands of jobs at a time of
stubbornly high unemployment.
It also would cut twn instructional days for public elementary and secondary schools --an expected move projected to
yield about $36 million in savings each year. School districts
could preserve the days but
would pick up the tab.
State employees would go
without pay raises, and the plan
would revise state health insurance offerings at a projected
savings of $150 million in the
two years.
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Character Counts

FAIRNESS

• Play by the rules
•
Take turns and share
..i .
• Be open-minded; listen to others
.;" • Don't take advantage of others
II I i
--, •
• Don't blame others c.areIessly
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Teen athlete
in Calvert City
dies follotving
collapse

;

CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP)
— A 15-year-old girl has died
after collapsing during volleyball practice in western
Kentucky.
The Marshall County sheriff's office says Courtney
Koehler was at practice in
Calvert City when she was
stricken and was taken by
ambulance to a hospital whar
she was pronounced dead at
5:12 p.m. CST Tuesday.
'The cause of death wasn't
immediately kriown. An autopsy was planned.
Further infomiation wasn't
immediately available Tuesday
night.

From Front

Photo provided
READ ACROSS AMERICA: Teachers at Calloway County Middle f;chool dressed up as the
Scooby Doo gang during recent Read Across America festivities. Pictured. from left, are.
Suzzie Thieke as Scooby, Brandon Morris as Shaggy: Danielle Schwettman as Velma Mark
English as Fred, and E3ecky English as Daphne.

II Road funding...
From Front
10.5 percent - a 26 year high.
Legislation approved Tuesday
includes about $3.4 billion in
road and bridge construction
projects. In Calloway County
the projects include $120,000
for replacement of a bndge on
Ky. 893 in 2012 and an additional $200,000 to replace a
bridge on county road 1464.
About $7.4 million has been
allotted for five-laning Ky. 121
from U.S. 641 to 16th Street in
2010-11. An additional $2.1
million has been provided for
movement of utilities. Also
planned is $2.1 million for
movement of utilities in the
four-laning of U.S. 641 south of
Murray in fiscal 201 and an
additional $7.8 million for construction in fiscal 2012.

In addition, $2.8 million has
been suggested for utility movement in anticipation of constniction of the City of Murray
Business Loop, which will connect the east end of Glendale
Road to Industrial Road, The
connection will allow for direct
access to industrial areas by
large trucks. Another 53.5 million is set astde for construction
of the loop. The total for the
allocation is $24,130.000.
Also, $197 :Milton has been
suggested for completion of
four-laning U.S. 68-Ky. 80 in
Trigg County and Land
Between the Lakes and consouction of new bndges over
the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers for fiscal 2010-2012.
Other minor Trigg County projects are included in the total.
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$1,000.00
Domestic Crisis Center s

Merryman House
One_thousand —

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8 Times
DONATION: The United Way's Aaron Dail, Ieft, and Murray's
outreach advocate for Merryman House Domestic Crisis
Center, Carla Owens, hold a $1,000 ceremonial check the
agency recently received. The donation was part of the
Giving Back Scholarships that were sponsored by Murray
State University's American Humanics,,Youth & Nonprofit
Leadership Program.
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THE MSU SPEECH AND DEBATE UNION
Presents:
The Annual

PROVOST PREMIERE
Featuring some students from the LAMP Home School Debate Team!
Guest LAMP Announcer - Lowell Stnens

Hart vs. Springer/Franklin-White
Raehel Loomis, Shaun Dillon and Nathan Gibson vs. Jonathan Burdon. Ashley Winkler and John Rom
16,)‘ernment Team
(opposition TealTI"
This House Bdieves That in Tunes of War, the State Should Offer L'onviets Who Commit Heinous Crimes (like
rape and murder the Option to Fightfor the United States Military is Exchange for a Conditonal Pardon

Elizabeth vs. Clark
Rubin J. Phelps. Giovanni J. Lane, III and Joseph R000 vs. Devin Jessup, David Szemered and Ezra Morgan
[Government Team
(Opposition Team
This House Believes' That the Personal Lives of Poliaciasts Are NOt as Important io the iSelfareof l his(ountrs
as the Media Osakts Would Like Us :o Relieve
With Guest Judges:
lionnrahle liennis R. Foust, Chief Circuit Court Judge
David J. Perlow, Esquire, Public Defender Attorric,,,
-I2nd Judicial Circuit
Ikpartment of l'ublic Advocacy
Marshall a_nd Calloway Counties
Western Kentucky
E. Steven Ehrhardt, Director of Quality Assurance ot
Cenu, International - CEO of QSYS Design
St Louis, Missouri

of enrollment services office
manager. She was the director of
records and registration at South
Illinois University-Carbondale
for seven years and carne to
MSU frotn the University of
North Texas-Dallas, where she
was registrar. On the academic
side, Collins has been an adviser and has teaching experience.
Being raised in Clarksville,
Tenn.. Collins is familiar with
this part of the country. Before
joining the Murray State
University family, she would
frequently watch basketball
games between Murray anti
Austin Peay.
"Since moving to Murray, 1
have immediately felt at home
here and the people I've met
have been fnendly, helpful and
hospitable," she said. "The area
is beautiful."
Collins said the Murray staff
she inherited is excellent and the
biggest challenge for her nght
now is rev;ewing the student
information system module and
strategizing ways to enhance the
system so that the registrar may.
hetter serve students, facults
and staff.
"I want students to feel comfortable visiting or contacting
our office because I want to
impress upon them that the reg-

Lt (
2010,

istrar staff is here to help them
succeed, and my expectation is
that they arc to be treated
respectfully and professionally,"
Collins said. "Even when the
answer cannot always be yes,
we strive to help students identify alternatives when possible.
The students with whom I have
interacted have impressed me as
intelligent and well prepared."
"The registrar's office has
been very helpful with everything that I need for my graduation and preparation for othet
classes I may need." Kandice
Irvin, a senior from Murray,
said.
Collins said she plans to visit
various departments on campus
as soon as possible "My goal is
to reach out and take the opportunity to hear about their expenences with the registrar's office
and to listen to ideas or suggestions as to how we may better
serve the campus community."
Murray State students who
need to contact the registrar's
office can do so by dropping in
at 113 Sparks Hall, calling (270;
809-3759 or emailing registrar@murraystate.edu.
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11 MSU registrar...

Angela Wibon,CMSS Instructor
Clarksville-Montgomery School System
Clarksville. TN

Thursday, March 11, 2010 • 7:30 p.m.
Wrather Museum Auditorium
The Speech and Debate t 'niiin Support,the Ament.an Demo,.rat \

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway
County Parks Department
board of directors are scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. on
Monday March 15 at the
American Legion Veterans
Hall on N. Fourth Street. On
the agenda for the meeting is
the directors and committee
reports regarding planning
and programs for the spring
season.
• The Muiray Independent
Board of Eaucation is scheduled to meet at noon on
Friday, March 12 in the central
office boardroom of the Carter
Administration building on S.
13th Street. On the agenda
for the meeting is a re-roofing
project at Murray Elementary
School and minor projects at
Murray Middle and High
schools as well as an amendment to the 2009-10 school
calendar and setting a MHS
graduation date. Tuition rates
for 2010-11 will also be decided as part of the consent
agenda.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at City Hall. The
council will vote on a second
reading of an ordinance to
authorize the issuance of a
bor,d to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and a second
reading of an ordinance to
add a $10 charge to light the
pilot light on customers' gas
appliances.
• The Calloway County
Schools Board of Education
will meet in regular session
Thursday, March 11 at 6 p.m.
at East Elementary School.
The Calloway County
Middle School academic team
will be recognized at the
beginning of the meeting.
Other agenda items include
financial reports, four executive sessions for student disciplinary hearings and one
rixecutive sessicn for person-

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

Public universities and colleges would take a 1 1/2 percent
spending cut in the first year and
a I percent reduction in the second year. Adult education would
also be cut.
The plan maintains state support for the basic funding formula for elementary and secondary schools, minus the two
days that would be dropped
from school calendars.
The proposal cleared the
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee on a 19-5
vote, setting up a vote by the
full House that could occur as
soon as Wednesday. Once it
clears the Democrat-led House,
the
Republican-controlled
Senate will put its imprint on the
spending plan.
Rep. Harry Moberly, a former
longtime House budget conunittee chairman, summed up the
spending proposal as one that
inflicts pain but "continues
progress in Kentucky."
The proposal would add to the
state's bonded debt to fund
school construction along with
sewer and water projects in an
attempt
to
put
more
Kentuckians back to work.
Many of the state's oldest
schools would be replaced
under the proposal.
State officials said last week
that Kentucky's annual unemployment rate for 2009 jumped
to a 26-year high of 10.5 percent.
The committee also approved
$412 million in highway bonds
funded by the road fund, and
$485 million in thinds for projects funded with revenues of
suite agencies and universities.
Rep. Jim Wayne. who voted
against the bill, said it contains
"historically high" levels of
debt that he called "just
appalling."
"We're going in debt here at a
time of economic downturn,"
said Wayne, D-Louisville.
Rep. Jesse Crenshaw, DLexington, said the plan calls
for increased use cif parole for
certain nonviolent offenders,
with a goal of decreasing the
state's prison population by
1,000 between July 2010 and a
year later. He projected the savings at $15 million.
The measure calls for use of
home incarceration as among
the alternatives, and says that
parole revocation should be a
"last resort" for parolees committing technical violations but
no new felonies, he said.
'The spending plan includes an
extra funding for adult and family protection services, much of
which would go to improving
safety for social workers.
The goal is to improve communication links with social
workers when making house
calls and to bolster security at
their offices.
"We would hope that that goes
a long way in providing a feeling of security that folks out

WiNia

Willi
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there need," said Rep. Jimmie
Lee, D-Elizabethtown.
Social workers have called on
Kentucky lawmakers to fully
fund the "Boni Bill," which
passed in 2007. That measure
came after the murder of social
worker Boni Frederick during a
welfare check in 2006.
The spending plan includes
increased funding for Kentucky
Educational Television, the
Governor's Scholars Program
and the schools for the blind and
deaf.
In another budget-balancing
move, the proposal would take
an anticipated $40 million in
excess funds from the basic
school funding formula anti put
it in the general fund.
spending
'The
proposal
assumes another round of federal stimulus funding for
Medicaid, the state-federal
health insurance prognun that
covers about 790,000 lowincome
and
disabled
Kentuckians. The higher federal
Medicaid match currently lasts
only until the end of the year,
unless Congress approves a new
round of suppon.
Without a six-month extension through June 2011. the
state faces a $256 million hole
in the Medicaid budget, Lee
said. But he expressed confidence the extension will be
forthcoming.
The budget doesn't ASSUMC
any additional fedetal aid for
Medicaid in the second year of
the next budget. Lee said the
state faces a potentially huge
Medicaid deficit in the second
year.
'The hole is large enough that
it looks like the black hole in
space," he said.
Medicaid rolls have risen
sharply amid the steep economic downturn.
The House spending plan
relies on a companion revenue
bill that's aimed at generating
more than $300 million in additional revenue in the coming
two years to help balance the
next budget, which takes effect
July 1.
The proposed tax changes
drawing the most attention
would temporarily suspend tax
wnte-offs for businesses reporting losses and accelerate the
collection of sales taxes.
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,erernony hononng Provost
Gary Brockway at 4 p m. today
(Wednesday) will be at Woods
Hall. A previous announcement
listed a wrong location
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger',
policy to correct etrors. To report a
news mistake or error. please call
753-1916.
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Bounty hunters' to root out health care fraud

y Ledger & Times

Lt. Colonel Vernon F. Curd
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WASHINGTON (AP) Lt. Colonel Nierittnif. Curd,
Murray, died Monday, March s, President Barack Obama said
2010, at the Arbor Place Nursing Home in Puryear, Tenn. He was Tuesday he'll bnng in high-tech
born in Dexter, Ky., on Sept. 24. 1921 to the late bounty hunters to help root out
Stafford R. Curd and Grace Shoemaker Curd. Also health care fraud, grabbing a
preceding him in death was his wife. Evelyn Beverly populist idea with bipartisan
backing in his final push to overHolz Curd.
During 23 years of active military service. span- haul the system.
The White House announcening three major wars, he served in Africa and Italy
(WW II, 1942-1944) as a B-24 "Liberator" bomber pilot, flying 51 nient came as Obama prepared
missions over Italy. Austria, Germany. France, Yugoslavia and to travel to Missouri on
Romania. Later, he flew "spotter" aircraft during the Korean conflict Wednesday, taking his closing
(1951), and helicopters in South Vietnam (1966-1967.) During his argument to the nation's heartyears of service in both the Army Air Corps and the U.S. Army, he land. The trip will be his second
was presented with numerous awards and decorations for both com- public appearance this week to
rally support and fire up nervous
bat and non-combat performance.
Lt. Colonel Curd was a graduate of the Command and General Democrats.
The White House released
Staff College. numerous service schools, arid specialized courses at
details of the anti-fraud plan
the Universities of Kentucky, Texas Tech and Ohio.
Survivors include one daughter. Barbara Curd Rhodes, Colorado hours after a fresh challenge to
Spnngs, Colo.; one son, Roger Curd, St. Louis, Mo.; three step the administration from major
daughters, Erica Folse. Louisiana, Sandra Shulmire, Oregon. and business groups that unveiled a
Judy Rodden, California; one brother. Russell Curd and wife, Jane. multimillion-dollar ad campaign
arguing that under Obama's plan
Puryear, Tenn.; 12 grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren.
Lt. Colonel Curd will be interred at the Arlington National "health care costs will go even
Cemetery in Arlington, Va., at a later time and date. J.H. Churchill higher, making a bad economy
worse."
Funeral Home of Munay was in charge of local arrangements.
The ad buy, costing between
S-I million and $10 million, will
William

Brian Bohne

Visitation for William Brian Bohne will be Thursday from 5 to 8
p.m. at Hentage Family Funeral Home. No service is scheduled.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillerco.
Mr. Bohne. 27, Murray. died Tuesday, March 9, 2010. at his residence. His death followed extended illness.
Survivors include his wife, Patty Bohm; two sons, William
Garrett Bohne and Peyton Darnell Bohne, and one daughter, Alyssa
Elaine Bohne, all of Murray; his father, William Bohne and wife,
Sherry, Charleston, S.C.; his mother, Marsha Homback and husband, Roben, Elizabethtown; his father-in-law, Richard Barnett,
South Fulton, Tenn.; one brother, Bruce Darnell Bohne and wife,
Paula, Shaw Air Force Base, Sumter, S.C.; one stepbrother, William
Lawrence, Shepherdsville; one stepsister, Pennie Hornback,
Elizabethtown; one niece, Brianna Bohne, and one nephew, Caleb
Bohne, hoth of Shaw AFB, Sumter, S.C.
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William D. Rogers, 66, Murray. died Tuesday, Mardi 9, 2010, at
Vanderbilt Hospital. Nashville, Tenn. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is
in charge of :Arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. C. Katherine Riciunan
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start Wednesday on national soon AS possicable TV outlets. Later in the ble," Emanuel
week, the campaign shifts to 17 told reporters
states home to moderate and after the meetconservative Democrats. Their ing.
votes are critical to Obama's
Obama's
endgaune for passing legislation anti -fraud
to expand coverage to millions announcement
who now lack it and revamp the was
aimed
health insurance system.
directly at the
On Capitol Hill, White House political midObema
Chief of Staff Rahm E:manuel dle.
and other senioi administration
Waste and fraud are pervaofficials met with House and sive problems for Metlicare and
Senate Democratic leaders, who Medicaid, the giant government
have struggled to secure the health insurance programs for
votes for the stalled health care seniors and low-income people.
legislation.
Improper payments - in the
The two-step approach now wrong amounts, to the wrong
being pursued calls for the person or for the wrong reason
House to approve a Senate- - totaled an estimated $54 bilpassed bill from last year, lion in 2009.
despite House Democrats' oppoThey range front simple
sition to several of its provi- errors such as duplicate billing
sions. Both chambers then to elaborate schemes operated
would follow by approving a by fraudsters peddling everycompanion measure to make thing from wheelchairs to hoschanges in that first bill.
pice care. The bounty hunters in
"We're going to get it done as this case would he private audi-

tors armed with sophisticatert
computer programs to scan
Medicare and Medicaid billing::
data for patterns of bogus;
claims. The auditors would get
to keep part of any funds they--;
recover for the government. The'
White House said a pilot pro,.
gram run by Medicare in
California, New York and Texas
recouped $900 million for taxpayers from 2005-2008.
The presidential memoranObama
dum
will
sign Wednesday directs Cabinet sec.-,
retaries and agency heads
throughout the government to,
intensify their use of private
auditors under current legal
authority.
Obama
also
announced his support for a
bipartisan bill that would
expand the ways government
agencies can pay for such audits
using recovered funds. Among
its co-sponsors is Sen. John
Mk-Cain, R-Ariz., Obarna's GOP
opponent in the 2008 presidential race.

Minority births to reach 50 percent in 2010
WASHINGTON (AP) Minorities make up nearly half
the children born in the U.S.,
part of a historic trend in which
minorities are expected to
becorne the U.S. majority over
the next 40 years.
In fact, demographers say
this year could be the "tipping
point" when the number of
babies bom to minorities outnumbers that of babies born to
whites.
The numbers are growing
because immigration to the U.S.
has boosted the number of
Hispanic women in their prime
childbearing years. Minorities
made up 48 percent of U.S. children born in 2008, the latest census estimates available, compared to 37 percent in 1990.
"Census projections suggest
America may become a minority-majority country by the middle of the century. For America's
children. the future is now," said

The funeral for Mrs. C. Katherine Rickman was today
(Wednesday) at 1 I a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Rev. Glenn Hill officiated. Pallbearers were Bobby Barren,
Luke Rickman, James E. Rickman, Ronnie Dunn, Roger Dunn and
Randy Dunn. Burial was in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery Fund. 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, KY 42049.
Mrs. Rickman. 93, Murray, died Sunday, March 7, 2010, at
EL CAJON, Calif. (AP)Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Before he called 911, James
She was a member of South Pleas:Ant Grove United Methodist Sikes says he reached down with
Church, the Fnendship Sunday School Class and the Cordelia Erwin his hand to loosen the "stuck"
Circle. She also had volunteered at the Murray-Calloway County' accelerator on his
2008 Toyota
Need Line for 17 years.
Prins. his other hand on the
Preceding her in death were her husband, Woodrow Riclunan; her
steering wheel. The pedal didn't
parents. Herbert and Lula Mae Nesbitt Dunn; and one brother,
move.
Holmes Dunn
"My car can't slow down,"
Survivors include one daughter, Pat Page and husband, Bill. and
one son, Gene Rickman and wife, Louise, all of Murray; four grand- he began when a California
children. Angela McCullough and husband, Richard, Pennsylvania, Highway Patrol dispatcher
Andy Riclunan and wife, Lisa, Virginia, Doug Allison and wife, answered his call.
Sikes, 61. rolled to a stop 23
Lesa, Georgia, and Shannon Harrell and husband, Joey, Kentucky;
harrowing minutes later, he and
three great-grandchildren.
his blue Prius emerging
unscathed but Toyota Motor
Corp. suffering another big dent.
Toyota has watched its reputa-

Kenneth Johnson, a sociology count. which begins in earnest
professor at the University of next week. when more than 120
New Hampshire who researched million U.S. households receive
many of the racial trends in a their census forms in the mail.
paper
released The Census Bureau is running
being
Wednesday.
public service announcements
Johnson explained there are this week to improve its tally of
now rnore Hispanic women of young children, particularly
prime childbearing age who minorities, who are most often
tend to have more children than missed in the once-a-decade
women of other races. More head count. The campaign feawhite women are waiting until tures Nickelodeon's Dora the
they are older to have children, Explorer, the English- and
but it is not yet known whether Spanish-speaking Nickelodeon
that will have a noticeable effect cartoon character who helps
on the current trend ctf increas- "mommy fill out our census
ing minority newborns.
form."
The numbers highlight the
The population figures are
nation's growing racial and age used to distribute federal aid :And
divide, seen in pockets of com- redraw legislative boundaries
munities across the U.S., which with racial and ethnic balance.
could heighten tensions in cur- as required by federal law.
rent policy debates from immi"The adults among themgration reform and education to selves sometimes forget the cenhealth care and Social Security. sus is about everyone. and kids
There arc also strong impli- should be counted," said Census
cations for the 2010 population Bureau director Robert Groves.

"If we fail to count a newborn.,
that is born this month, that.
newborn misses all the benefits
of the census for 10 years."
Whites currently make up
two-thirds of the total U.S. population, and recent census estimates suggest the number of
minorities may not overtake the.
number of whites until 2030. •
Right now, roughly 1 in 10 of
the nation's 3,142 counties
already have minority populations greater than 50 percent. ,
But 1 in 4 communities have
more minority children than
white children or arc nearing
that point, according to the
study, which Johnson co-published.
That is because Hispanic
women on average have three
children, while other women on
average have two. The numbers.
are 2.99 children for Hispanics.
1.87 for whites, 2.13 for blacks
and 2.04 for Asians in the U.S.

Brakes 'almost burned' on runaway Toyota Prius
tion for quality crumble with
recalls tied to nsks that cars can
accelerate uncontrollably or
can't brake properly.
lbdd Neibert, the CHP officer who gave instructions to
Sikes over a loudspeaker as :hey
went east on mountainous
Interstate 8 in San Diego County
Monday afternoon, said he
smelled burning brakes.when he
caught up with the Prius.
The officer said he told Sikes
to push the brake pedal to the
floor and apply the emergency
brakes as the Prius neared 85
mph. The car slowed to about 55
mph. at which time Sikes says

Afghan, Taliban talks
aim for reconciliation Inmate charged in

ISLAMABAD(AP)- What
role Pakistan play s in any peace
effort aimed at the Taliban is
likely to rank high on the agenda during Afghan President
Hamid Karzai's two-day visit to
Islamabad that started today..
Pakistan has made it clear it
wants a part in so-called "reconciliation" efforts between the
Talihan and the Afghan government, but many Afghans resent
Pakistani involvement in their
affairs and question its motives.
Still, Pakistan's history of links
to the Afghan Taliban, a group it
supported when the militants
controlled Afghanistan in the
1990s. could make Islamabad an
indispensable player.
In recent weeks, Pakistan
also has reponedly arrested several Afghan Taliban leaders who
were hiding on its soil. The military has confirmed that those
held include Afghan Taliban No.
2 Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar.
II unclear is exactly
What's

why the arrests were made, with
some analysts speculating
Pakistan is trying to guarantee
itself a seat at the negotiating
table.
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)- But as she was changing into an
Pakistan has long tried to
influence Kabul so that it can A woman in jail for public intox- inmate uniform she squirted
have MI ally in the region and ication is accused of assaulting a breast milk into the face of a
strengthen its position concern- jailer by squirting breast milk at female deputy who was with
her.
ing its longtime rival, India. her.
W Y MT-TV reports 3 I -yearTramel now faces a felony
New Delhi, too, is trying to
curry favor with the Afghans, old Toni Tramel was arrested charge of third degree assault on
and both Pakistan and India Thursday on a misdemeanor a police officer. Her bond was
accuse each other of funding charge of public intoxication. set at $10,000.
militant groups to destabilize
their countries, with Afghanistan
often the stage for the strikes.
An Afghan official recently
alleged that a Pakistani-based
10()I handl Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
group staged a recent attack in
Kabul that killed 17 people.
Phone (270)753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
including seven Indians.
Mon.
- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
Lashkar-e-Taiba.
The group,
has also been blamed for the
2(X)8 attacks that killed 166 peoMice Itanw, Publisiher
an iti‘e(irtniu rrit le(Iger.ci
ple in Mumbai, India. Pakistan
1;reg Travis, Editor
eclitiwria'niurra letiger.voin
has denied it had anything to do
Ativertiming Mgt.
adeilasniurravIrtlger.cimi
with either attack.
Jill Stephens, Classifietls 11r.r.

breast milk assault
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Woman delivers
surprise baby
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The 32-ye.ii old Bottom told
The Advocate-Messenger she
was doing laundry about 2 p.m.
Thursday when she felt some
discomfort and thought she
needed to use the bathroom.
Both mother and baby were
discharged from the hospital
Monday after checking in
Thursday night. Bottom says the
baby. named Brian Keith Sims,
weighed 7 lbs., 3 oz. when he
was discharged.
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HARRODSBURG, Ky.(AP)
- A 32-year-old central
Kentucky woman says she
delivered her newborn son on
the floor of her bathroom by herself, including cutting the umbilical cord. then got up and picked
her other child up from school.
Kelly Bottom of Harrodsburg
also stopped in at hcr mother-inlaw's house to show her the ncw
bundle of joy, a baby Bottom
says came as a complete surpnse
until he was born 'Thursday.

he turned off the ignition and the
The freeway incident hapcar came to a stop.
pened at the worst possible time
, -The:In-sakes :qteff
rorr140Yina
jusChours after it
dOwn to hardly WA, material:" im.ited reporters 16 hear experts
Neibert toid reporters Tuesday. insist that electronic flaws could
"There was a bunch of brake not cause cars to speed out of
material on the ground and control under real dnving condiinside the wheels."
tions.
The officer found the floor
The National
Highway
mat properly placed and the Traffic Safety Administration
accelerator and brake pedals in has sent two investigators to
correct resting position_
/tic ar
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Kirksey/Goshen Relay For Life
team plans dinner on Saturday

62yagemen/

i'tirdlail and lititthard
. ilda hirdoin ot 1214 Dogwood Dr.. Murtay, and Carroll
Hubbard of 707 Chapel Court, Mayfield, were married on
?Valentine's Day, Feb. 14, 2010, at the bride's home.
Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins officiated at the
teremony.
7 The bride's daughter, Vicki Baldwin of Middleton. Tenn.. was the
rinatron of honor, and the bride's son. Kenn Perkins of Murray, was
ihe bride's attendant.
Kyle Hubbard of Louisville was his brother's best man, with
Murray City Councilman Greg Anderson of Murray. who introduced the couple, as the groom's attendant.
Servers at the reception were the bride's daughter-in-law, Theresa
Perkins, Bonita Jennings, Faye Finley Wilson and Joan Lacefield,
all of Murray, and Dorothy Foster of Hazel.
Prayers at the ceremony were led by Charles Whitnell of Mayfield
end Greg Anderson.
Mrs. Hubbard, a native of Melber, is a retired teacher of 32 years,
:leaching in Mayfield and Calloway County. Thirty of the years were
':at Calloway County Middle School.
Mr. Hubbard, a native of Murray, is an attorney in Paducah and
:served as First District state senator (1968-1974) and First District
3.1.S. congressman (1975-1993).
The couple is residing at the gioom's home in Mayfield.
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ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a,loved one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tamra at

injUen-ace--

f

a".
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ot Mtu-ray

LLC

753-7109
and let us help you with both the
care and the financial assistance
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Advocacy

parts of the county, especially in
the areas around New Concord,
Hazel and Lynn Grove.
Census-takers earn $11.25 per
hour, plus 25 cents per mile.
with paid training.
A Census Bureau representative will be taking applications
and conducting employment
testing at the Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St.,
Murray, on the following dates
and at the following times:
Thursday. March 11, 2 p.m.:
Friday, March 12, 10 a.m.;
Saturday, March 13, 10 a.m.;
Monday, March 15, 10 a.m.;
Wednesday, March 17, 10 a.m.;
Thursday, March 18, 10 a.m.;
Friday, March 19, 10 a.m., Sat.;
March 20, 10 a.m.(Applications
for supervisory positions taken).
Monday. March 22, 10 a.m..
Tuesday, March 23, 2 p.m.:
Wednesday, March 24, 2 p.m.;
Thursday, March 25, 2 p.m.
Friday, March 26, 10 a.m.: and
Saturday, March 27. 10 a.m.
A Census Bureau representative will also be taking applications and conducting employment testing at the Murray
Career Development Center,
208 So. 5th St., Murray, on
Thursday, March 18, at 2 p.m.
Applicants need to bring their
driver's licenses and Social
Security cards.
To schedule an appointment,
call toll-free: 1-866-861-2010.
Walk-ins are also welcome.
David Sttinall is U.S. Census
Bureau recruiter/examiner.

Empowerment
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I lic Kirksey/Goshen United Methodist
t•hurches Relay for Life Team will have a
spaghetti dinner on Saturday from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. in the Family Center at Goshen
(7hurch, Ky. Hwy. 121 North at Stella.
Dinner will he spaghetti, salad, bread.
dessert and drink for $7 and "tips" will tic
accepted. During the dinner. the Memory
Makers, a jazz band from South Fulton,
Tenn., will perform. Money. raised will go to
the N. merican('ancer Society Relay for Life.

Datebook

Brockway event is today
State
University's
Murray
Student
Organization will hold an event in honor of Dr
Gary Brockway today (Wednesday) at 4 p.m. in
the Lobby B of Wells Hall at MSU. He is MSU's retiring provost
and vice president for academic affairs and the ISO plans to honoi
him for his contributions and support to MSU's international
Students. Faculty, staff and students are invited. Refreshments will
be provided. For more information contact Ashok Babu-Kolla at
ashokpharma@gmail.com.
By io Burkeen
Community
Editor

Need for census-takers greatest
in parts of Calloway County
The U.S. Census Bureau continues hiring census-takers to
work in Calloway County.
However, the local hiring window closes soon.
The need for census-takers
remains greatest in the rural
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Rathbun and Jones
Bill and Marlene Rathbun of Clayton, Mich., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kristy
Nicole Rathbun. to Jason Wallace Jones, son of Ms. Margie Jones
and the late Jimmie Jones of Murray.
Miss Rathbun is the granddaughter of the late James and Lilly
Crawford of Adrian, Mich., and Mrs. Betty Rathbun and the late
Harold Rathbun of Morenci, Mich.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of the late Dewey Thompson and
Pocahontas Nance of Murray and the late Sebern and Edna Jones of
Ina, Ill.
The bride-elect, a 2006 graduate of Adrian College. is currently.
attending Vanderbilt University and is employed in the Vanderbilt
University Psychiatric Clinic.
Mr. Jones is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and is
currently attending Vanderbilt University. He is serving as minister
of Bethel and Brooks Chapel United Methodist Churches in
Calloway County.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 13, 2010, at 4 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church.

Delta Omega participates in AOII's
• al Day of
Internation
Service
The ladies of the Delta Omega
of Alpha Omicron Pi at Murray
State University participated in
the organization's International
Day of Service. Centered
around the date of March 4,
2010, A011s across the United
States and Canada joined
together to set aside some time
to "march forth" in some capacity of serving others.
Combining the philanthropic
initiative of fundraising and the
service component of giving on
one's time, the International
Day of Service helps to recognize and commemorate the significance of their commitment
to serve. while collectively illustratingthe organization's unified
determination to dedicate ourselves to greater good.
The two-part event kicked off
with "A011 Goes Blue," an
event where the members of the
Delta Omega Chapter each
donate a minimum of $5 to the
A011 Foundation, a non-profit
organization conunitted to the
research and education of
A011's international philanthropy, arthritis. In conjunction, par-

ticipating members traded in the
organization's trademaflc color
of cardinal for royal blue on this
day, showing support of the
awareness of this crippling disease and its patients.
To begin the International Day
of Service, the Delta Omega
Chapter reached out to the community through a project titled,
Make a Friend with Big
Brothers Big Sisters Spa Night.
The event was held at Weak
Center in Murray on March 2 at
5:30 p.m.
Alpha Otnicron Pi was founded in 1897 at Barnard College of
Columbia University in New
York City. A011 has over
141,000 initiated members in
187 collegiate chapters and over
145 alumnae chapters across the
United States and Canada.
Alpha Omicron Pi is an international women's fraternity promoting friendship for a lifetime,
inspiring academic excellence
and lifelong learning, and developing leadership skills through
service to the Fraternity and
conununity.

MES holding parent elections
Murray Elementary will be holding SBDM parent elections
beginning Friday. Nominees include Jamie Rogers, Stacy Bell and
Huong Kelly. Any parent, stepparent. foster parent and/or legal
guardian of a student attending EMS may vote. The child must be a
PI, P2 P3 or P4 student for the 2010-2011 school year. Voting will
take place during school hours before and after each Spnng performance and also dunng PTO Spring Swing featuring game..
prizes and food n Friday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Votes will also be
taken in the office on March 15-17 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Two parents will be elected to serve on the council and no absentee ballots
will be accepted.
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Children's Story

Hour planned
Children's Story Hour will begin Saturday at I p.m. at the
University Book Store inside the Murray State University Curris
Center. The two stories to be read are perfect for 5 to 7 year old children, but everyone is welcome to attend. "The store looks for your
support as it attempts to bring the joy and importance of reading ti)
the next generation of Racers, " said Leisa Whithead, Customer
Service for the store.
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Calligraphy Workshop planned
A Basic Calligraphy Workshop will be held on Wednesdays from
1 to 3 p.m. for four weeks beginning March 17 and ending on Apnl
7 at the Murray Art Guild with the fee being $40 for non-members
and $30 for members. The course. taught by David Brown, will
begin with two basic alphabets: Chauncery Script and Gothic
Blackletter. Participants win team basic letter forms. then proceed
to ornamental scripts arid letter forms with the opportunity to create a hand letter book All materials are supplied. For more information or to enroll, call the Guild at 753-4059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.
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CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Decision Making Council will
meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the school media center.

Lodge 592 to

meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will met Thursday at 6 p.m
at Ryan's Steak House. All members are urged to attend.

a

S

'Dine Out Murray'scheduled
Local restaurants will benefit 10 percent of the sales to the
Arnerican Red Cross on Thursday at August Moon, Culver's, La
Cocina, Sirloin Stockade. Snappy Tomato and Taco John's for
lunch., August Moon, Big Apple, Holmes Restaurant, Pagliai's
Pizza, Snappy Tomato and Taco John's for dinner.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For more
infortnation call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

W!if

Zeta Department will meet
Zeta Department ot Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday
at 2 p.m. at the club house. Susan Vied will give the "Thought for
the Day" and Vickie Crafton will give the program on "Spring is
Busting Out All Over." Hostesses will be Mildred Newton and
Nancy McMinn.
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TOPS Chapter will meet
ToPs (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter /7469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.
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Narcotics group will meet

Serve-A-Thon to be held
Dunng the month of tvlarch,
140 students from Christian
Fellowship
School
in
Briensburg, and. their parents.
will be participating in the
school's
"Loving
Hearts,
Lending Hands" Serve-A-Thon.
CFS's students will be going
out to approximately 20 different locations to serve in a community kitchen, make and distribute care packages to the
homeless, clean up storm debris
for shut-ins. work at a crisis
pregnancy center, assemble
Easter baskets for underprivileged children, provide snack
baskets to firefighters, read,
sing, and distribute handmade
gifts to nursing home patients
and plant trees at a wildlife
refuge. All these events and
more are a part of Christian
Fellowship School's Fifth annual Serve-A-Thon.
"Over the years, the Serve-AThon has had a tremendous
affect on the people and groups
served by the school as well as
the students. By participating,
students experience the thrill

and wonder of helping others,
and it instills a life-long desire
to serve," commented Deborah
Lewis, event director. "At CFS,
we believe that Jesus calls us to
serve one another in love, and
during March, we will be going
into our communities to do just
that."
The CFS Serve-A-Thon also
comprises a month-long fundraising effort by students who
mail brochures to friends and
family around the state and
nation to raise funds for the
school and its students. This
year, CFS hopes to raise more
than ever before, but above all,
the goal is to serve the community, Lewis said.
In Calloway County, the CFS
Serve-A-Thon
schedule
includes:
March 10 - Lifehouse in
Murray. cleaning and landscaping outside.
April I - Fern Terrace in
Murray, hosting a spring party
for the residents, cleaning the
facility. and planting flowers in
the garden.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I 877-447-2004.
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Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous,a 12 step recovery group for all types ot
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information call Marcia at 1-270-247-7414 or Jim at 1-270-623-8850.
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Youth Center schedules financial class

New

Main Street Youth Center will offer the financial education class,
"Financial Peace for the Next Generation," beginning Thursday.
The class will run for 12 weeks on Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
center, located at 513 South 4th St., Murray. For further information or registration, call I -270-753-TEEN (8336). Pre-registration is
encouraged. but not required, according to Carrie Groves, program
coordinator.
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N1HS Basketball Banquet scheduled

The Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be Tuesday.
April 13. at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center
Tigers. Lady Tigers, cheerleaders and the dance team will be recognized. Tickets are on sale for $13 each at the MHS office and the
deadline for purchasing tickets is Thursday, April I. No tickets will
be sold at the door. For more information contact Monica Evans at
Murray High School at 753-5202.
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Angel alert issued
Calloway County Middle School Anchor youth services center
has issued an angel alert for a used bathroom sink widi or without
cabinet. Any person having one to donate call the center at 7627365.
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Fralicx and Lovett

Duff and Hendricks

Southard and Stokolosa

Renee Fralicx of Benton announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her daughter, Trista DeShea Fralicx, to
Derrick Chnstopher Lovett, son of Carl and Linda Lovett of Benton. !
She is also the daughter of the late Nelson Fralicx.
Miss Fralicx is the granddaughter of Bessie Elkins and the late
John Elkins of Hardin and Alsace Fralicx and the late Roy Fralicx
of Benton.
Mr. Lovett is the grandson of the late Gene and Glenda Rudolph,
Joe and Jean Lovett, and Loretta Rudolph, all of Benton.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High
School and a 2006 graduate of West Kentucky Tecluncal College.
She is employed by the Marshall County Sheriff's Department.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is self-employed as an electrician.
'The wedding will be Saturday, March 20, 2010, at 5 p.m. at Olive
Baptist Church, Benton. All relatives and friends are invited.

Mary Cristen Duff and Bradley Brian Hendricks were married
Sunday. September 26, 2009 at Grace Episcopal Church, Yorktown.
Va. Rev. Carlton Bakkum, rector. officiated at the ceremony. Elsa
Balckum was organist.
The bride is the daughter of Charles and Holly Duff of Virginia
Beach, Va., and the late Glenna Jo Duff.
The groom is the son of Clayton arid Lisa Hendricks of Murray,
Ky.
Kristin Shealy of Yorktown, Va., was maid of honor.
Flower girl was Amaya Hendricks of Murray, niece of the groom.
Chns Alexander of Martin, Tenn., was best man.
Ushers were Lee Duff of Yorktown, brother of the hride. and Chris
Hendricks of Murray, brother of the groom.
Ring bearer was Logan Shealy, son of the maid of honor.
Readers were Anne Chappel of Ashburn, Va., aunt of the bride,
and Earnest Hendricks of Murray, grandfather of the groom.
A reception followed at the Kiln Creek Golf Resort.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Montego Bay, Jamaica.

Adriane Leigh Southard of Murray and Nicholas Joseph
Stokolosa of Swedesboro, N.J., were married Saturday, Oct. 3,
2009. at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Pastor E.F. Clere officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Jamie and Joe Haynes and Dale
Southard, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Cindy Stokolosa and the late Joseph
Stokolosa of Swedesboro.
Serving as matron of honor was Ilse brick's mother, Jamie Haynes
of Murray.
Serving as best man was Pete Stokolosa, brother of the groom of
Murray.
A reception followed at the club house.
The bride received her bachelor of science degree from Murray
State University in 2005. She is employed as activity director a2
Paducah Care and Rehab.
The groom received his bachelor of science degree in nut-sin?
from Murray State University in 2009. He is employed at Spring
Creek Health Care, Murray.

rayledger.com
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,nnounceznenl
Addison Niccole Harris
Brady and Whitney Harris of Louisville are the parents of a
daughter, Addison Niccole Harris, born on Tuesday, March 2, 2010
at Norton Suburban Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 8 ounces and mea.sured 21 inches.
The mother is the former Whitney Alexander of Murray.
Grandparents are Rick and Patty Harris and Danny and Donna
Alexander, all of Murray.
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By Wilma J. Sanders
March is here
With signs of spring
And all the blessings
This always brings
The sun is warm
Upon the earth
Bringing forth
Spring's rebirth
Daffodils bloom
Upon the hill
Defying the last
Of winter's chill
Grass peeks up
In sprigs of green
Birds sing a chorus
In this springtime scene.
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New Year Starts
By Lenda Easley
I sit in my room
and freeze
The window isn't
open for the breeze.
Waiting for the new year
to makc a start.
No we won't he
drinking beer
bad for your heart.
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As Morning Comes
By Linda Siebola
The stars are in hiding
as morning comes
and the sun rises o'er the
trees.
The heavens with splendor
are alight
and there is a pleasant breeze.
It is wondeiful to be alive

outh services center
sink with or without
I the center at 762-
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to see the beautiful mom.
1 thank God for this wonderful day
and the fact that I was born.
Weather Satisfaction
By Dorothy Locke Inman
Today's so hot
1 feel like I'm burning up.
Only a couple of days ago.
the wind, dampness was
bitterly cold.
I felt like I was
freezing to death.
We're never satisfied
or so it seems.
Day after day I complain.
And in my dreams
It's all the same.
Too hot, too cold,
too much sun,
too much snow.
It's too dry,
It's too wet,
from one day
to the next.
Lord you know
what You created.
Help me be satisfied
to love it, not hate it.

Need Line lists items needed for pantry
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are spinach, turnip greens, oatmeal, rice, mac and cheese, pancake mix, pancake syrup, saline
crackers, salmon or Rind,

Sauerkraut. instant potatoes,
soup and pineapple or applesauce for pantry. eggs, frozen
meeat and vegetables, for freezer/cooler: dish liquid, toilet
paper and shampoo for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies:

Poptarts. asingle serve size cereal boxes, pudding cups, juice
boxes, lunch size brown paper
bags, peanut butter or cheese
crackers for the Back-Pack
Pr:gram for children.
These items may be taken to

pediatrics

at F-imary Care Medical Center

(
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Writing Tin"
by Michael J. Inman
If your short on time
remember our words
don't have to rhyme.
Just relax and the
words will start to flow.
Take it easy for the words
you write will be pleasing
to those who are reading.
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the Need Line building at 63$
South Fourth St., Murray,
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333.

Mon - Fri
8am - Rpm
Accepting
Neu, Patients ...

Aht.,ays!

Saturday
8am - 6pm

Sunday
1 - 6pm
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Hold lem high, Lady

KHSAA Sweet Sixteen II Murray vs. Rockcastte Co. III Thursday, Plarch 1

Val
Lady Tigers

4 tri
rii RS/

from your friends at

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN
MERCURY

753-1222
murraykyrealestate.com

711 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1222

701 Main St. • Murray • (270) 753-5273 • www.parkerford.com

GOOD LUCK LADY TIGE:57
:„RhalS
r:
Everyone Wins irc-ote,,,
At Brinn's!
Certified Mechanics On Duty

R'u(e
cco•An Moak a Service • issoer BOWE• Free Estimates

SHINN'S QUALITY
SERVICE LUSE? INC.
507 S. 12th St.• 759-0003 • Open 'til 12:00 p.m. on Saturday4

Thornton Tile and Marble
612 S. 9th St. - Murray

753-5719
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city Tigers, you're No. 1!

II Thursday, l'Iarch 11 2010 If 6:30 p.m. III Diddle Arena 11 Bowling Green, Ky.

Good Luck Lady Tigers!

DDi) Luiz
I Air/ JILLT_151,3,11:1

The 4)

Murray Bank
405 South 12' Street & 700 North 12' Street
Online Banking - www.themurraybank.com
Tiger Bank at Murray High School
270-753-5626

esimmoinr.
NOCKapt
;')11

Member FDIC
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Good Luck Lady Tigers!!

Cun • gham
REPAIR
48,s4e,re ,S74ce 1962

Your Total Car Care Business
VOTED FAVORITE AUTO REPAIR IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
ReTit

J.H. Churchill
ilome

/YEARS IN A ROW!

Air;-:4*
LagWA
-Now8161110010161115SOC I

Terry & Karen Isaacs — Owners

.11.!"-fwe.L.1

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831 • Hrs: 7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m., Mon

Fri

Best Wishes Lady Tigers!
201 S. Third St. • Nlurray, KY • 270-753-2411
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KHSAA SWEET 16

FIRST REGION CHAMPIONSHIP

WHEN: Thursday, 6:30 p.m. WHERE: E.A. Diddle Arena, Bowling Green
Who: Murray High vs. Rockcastle Co.

PADUCAH TILGHMAN 54, GRAVES COUNTY 46

WHAT WEAKNESS?

The
regic
their
the .5
TOW

Peyt,
Mark

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Paducah Tlighman's Josh Forrest celebrates atter a
steal and slam dunk that all but sealed a First Region
championship for the Blue Tornado on Tuesday night
at the Regional Special Events Center. Forrest scored
a game-high 22 points.

Three's
a charm
FORREST LIFTS TILGHMAN 'FO THIRD
REGION TITLE IN FOUR 'YEARS

TOMMY DILLARD / Larigt/tr & Times

Murray coach Rechelle Turner instructs her team during the closing minutes of Saturday's First Region championship
game. The Lady Tigern face Rockcastie County on Thursday evening at the Sweet Sixteen in Bowling Green.

ROCKCASTLE'S WEAKNESSES ARE FEW; MURRAY EMBRACES
UNDERDOG STATUS AS SWEET SIXTEEN LOOMS
By TOMMY DILLARD
team Murray has faced this seaSports Wnter
son, with the possible exception
Rechelle Turner leaves no of All 'A' state champion
'stone unturned when she talks Newport Central Catholic,
about the strength of the which thrashed the Lady Tigers
Rockcastle County team her 71-49 in the All 'A' setriifinals.
Murray squad
The Lady Rockets pulled a
will face
Thursday in the Sweet Sixteen.
final AP ranking two slots highThe Lady Rockets (27-4), er than NewCath and come in at
-champions of the 12th Region sixth in the Courier-Journal's
and rariked seventh in the state Litkenhous computer ratings.
by the Associated Press are balMurray was receiving votes
anced, have a dominant post in the AP poll at one time this
.player, strong guard play and season, but dropped out after
!
defend effectively in both man two district losses in February.
and zone looks.
The matchup takes on David
So what does Murray's first- vs. Goliath proportions when
round state toumament oppo- one considers pedigree.
nent not do well?
Rockcastle won its third
Not very much, says Turner, region title in the last five years
'who acknowledges her squad on Saturday while Murray is
'will face a tall order in its first going to the state tournament for
outing at Western Kentucky's the first time since 1997 and is
Diddle Arena.
the only Class 'A'-size school in
"They're extremely solid," the field of 16.
she said. "It will take one of our
Turner wants her team to
best efforts, but if we do that, embrace its underdog status,
we'll be in the game."
saying she believes it will allow
Rockcastle will be the best the Lady Tigers to play looser.

"Hopefully our kids will realize all the pressure is on
(Rockcastle)," she says."We are
the underdogs, so hopefully we
can use that to our advantage
and get the kids to just relax and
play their games."
Murray may glean an advantage from having played three
games in a state tournament-like
atmosphere at the All 'A' Classic
in January. at Eastern Kentucky.
Diddle Arena will be the third
Division 1 gym Murray has
played in this year after winning
the regional on the floor of
Murray State's Regional Special
Events Center.
The Lady Tigers will also
likely benefit from the experience of facing Newport
Catholic. At the time, Turner
called the Lady Thoroughbreds'
Mariah Tabor the best post player her squad had faced.
That could change on
Thursday when her team is
matched up with 6-foot-2
See MHS,9A

KRSAA Girls Sweet Sixteen
lat Western Kentucky Univ.;
Wednesday
Lou Bullet ,s Henderson Co
noon
Lou Mercy ,s Manon Co. 1:30 p m
Rowan Co vs Breathitt Co. 8:30 p.m
Clay Co vs Anderson Co.
8p m
'Thursday
Bowltrig Green vs Boone Co. noon
Scott Co vs Belfry
1:30 p.m.
Murray vs Rcckcastle Go 6'30 p.m
George Rogers Ctark vs Oho Co 8 pm
Fliday
Quarterfinals noon 1 30 p.m.,8:30
pm 8prn
Saturday
Semifinals
10 m 11:30a.m
Championship game
p.m_

Thursday
Murray vs.
Rockcastle C.o.
*low 1(.; ^
Wince: E.- A Diddle Arena (Bowling
Greer Ky
Relic WFGS. 103 7 FM. WNBS. 1340
AM
Mur 30-4 RC 27-4
lady 11prs ta wide hialey Armstrong
(15 7 ppigt Janssen Starks (14 5 PP9
5 3 aPg). Sheltry Crouch 111 0 ppg 7 2
rPg)
Lade Reckebte oak* Jackie Alexander
(15 5 ppg 6 0 IV, Sara Hammond
(15 4 ppg. 10 9 rpgt. Angie Lawrence
111 4 pool

MYST to send 24 swimmers to state
.SANTIAGO:'THEY'VE WELL-EXCEEDED MY EXPECTATIONS'

•See MYST,9A
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MYST svoknmess traveling to state are, front row, from left Jenne
Santiago, Tommy Miles, Ashkahn Nabevi. Middle row,from left Lucas
WItson. Beau Osborne, Kayiee Roberson, AtitAI Gibson, Lauren
Simmons, Ceieste Siqueiros, Kyle Faulkner_ Neely GIL:son, sillier)
Santiago, heed coach Julie Sardiago. Back row, from left assistant
cossch Rick McGee, Natalie Hafts. Tficmas Canning, Trent Lycxnt,
Marco()Bryan. Eb Weber, Adam Miller. Denier McGee, Megan Wnson,
cyrus Nabevi,Alex Workmen,Nicole McGee.assistant coath Al Farrel.

Thursday, March 4
Gra,es Co 34. Calloway Co 23
Heath 57, Fulton Co 51
Monday
'
e Troma
4ng 84
sc
halt Co 57
H.
..Mtha r4
G
I tiv
Tuesday
Paducah Tilghman 54, Graves Co 46

titles after completing the 5446 victory over Graves on
Tue,sitdapy.a
id off. because we
have shot so many free-throws. I know people think we
don't ever shoot them, but we shot them today and we've
shot them for over half an hour every practice, probably
more than we should have."
Forrest earned Most Valuable Player honors for his
efforts, not only at the line but defensively in the game's
stecrm
arogm
ucaidael m
moH
uaeb
n sy
the night's biggest play when he
robbed Graves in the backcourt with I:11 left, completed
the layup and drew a foul, knocking down a free-throw to
complete the three-point play.
"I'm screaming for him to get back," Stieg said. "Josh
just made an unbelievable play. He's done that all season
long, come up with steal after steal when it's mattered

amndL

PREP SWIMMING

Ety TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
MYST will send a program-record 24 swimmers to USA
::Swinuning's Kentucky State 'A' Championships over the next two
kveekends in Lexington and Louisville.
.
Thirteen-and-over age groups will compete Friday through
rSunday in Lexington at the Lancaster Aquatics Center on the
e .
rUniversity of Kentucky campus.
e The twelve-and-younger age groups will compete March 19-20
tut the Mary T. Meagher Aquatic Center in Louisville.
Four MYST members qualified in multiple events with four
'Inembers malting State A time cuts in all events.
.; Daniel McGee qualified in 14 events while Megan Wilson,
ONlicole McGee and Cyrus Nabavi qualified in 11.
Swimmers are limited to swinuning three events per day and
;13aniel McGee will swim in less events because he is primarily a dis;lance swimmer, says MYST coach Julie Santiago.
• McGee is planning to swim two events Friday, three on Saturday
::::and two on Sunday.
"Daniel will for sure score the highest of all our boys." said

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Free-throw shooting has been Paducah Tilghman's
Achilles heel all season.
It got so bad that the Blue Tornado's opponents, when
trailing in the fourth quarter, often began to foul with six
and seven minutes left on the clock.
Josh Forrest, Tilghman's 6-foot-4 standout guard, has
more often than not been the target of that strategy.
So when Forrest stepped to the line 10 times in Friday
night's First Region championship game against Graves
County, the majority of which came with Tilghman clinging
to a slim lead in the fourth quarter, things could have gotten interesting quickly at the Regional Special Events
Center.
Instead, Forrest turned in this line -- 8-for-I0 from the
,tripe. As a team, Tilghman went 17-for-26 to shoot 65 per,:ent, almost 15 points better
First Region Boys Tournament
than their average.
(at MC)
"It shows what hard work
y, March 3
does," said Tornado head MarshallWC.(1
0 73stliard Mernonal
coach Brad Stieg, whose Paducah Tilghman 80, Futton City 56

r, he sealed the win for Tilghman with another steal
s.ta.t.the.is time, a thunderous slam dunk that put the exclamation point on the Tornado's third win over Graves this
season.
Tilghman advances to the Sweet Sixteen at Rupp Arena
in Lexington next week, where they will face Shelby Valley
:3bOatp.
at ,17
n eMhaardchoni8
.small°w
oUr minds —getting back to state.'
said Forrest. who finished with 22 points and eight
rebounds Tuesday.
The Tornado focused its defense on containing Graves
point guard Jesse Anderson, who was the hero of last year's
regional final, scoring 14 points and earning MVP honors.
But Tilghman held Anderson to just eight points and also
limited the Eagles' highly-touted inside game, keeping senior center Ryan Vogt to just three points.
"The key was to contain Anderson and we did that," said
Stieg. "That was a huge part of the game, and it was our
focus. It might sound crazy because of their size inside, but
we just didn't want to let him go wild on us."
Tilghman got a lift offensively from sophomore guard
J.D. Harmon, who scored 12 points off the bench. The
Tornado also got five points from senior guard J.B.
Harmon.
Graves was paced by Aaron Cooper's 14 points and nine
rebounds. The Eagles also got nine points from Brock
Morris and eight from Anderson and Ross Williams.
Graves jumped out to an early lead in the first quarter,
but Tilghman rallied in the second to take a three-point lead
into halftime and began to pull away in the fourth quarter.
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MCHS volleyball player
after collapse
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Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander
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COUNTY 46

The Calloway County Laker 5th grade boys team won first place In two recent
regional basketball tournaments hosted by area baseball teams. The Lakers won
their age division at the Buds Tourney in Benton. Kentucky held in January, and
the Stingers Tourney in Paducah, Kentucky held in February. Pictured are (front
row from left to right) Tanner Travis, Jack Hanes. Jared Gray, WIII SivIlls, and
Peyton Johnson (back row from left to right) Conner Steeie, Lofton Pigg, Coach
Mark English, Kamden Price, and Preston English.
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RACER ROUNDUP

Racer golf 3rd at Samford, one
shot from 3-way tie for first

BASEBALL FALLS
AT HOME ITO
ARKANSAS STATE

the home-half of the inning as they collected five
hits and pushed across ftve runs. Zach Noonan
started the rally with a single off the leg of the
pitcher and scored on Cunningham's two-run
homer to left center. Jason Laws doubled down
the right-field line and scored on Daniel Hill's
two-out double to center field. Bryan Propst
closed out the sconng with a two-run shot to left
center, his team-leading fourth of the season.
ASU pushed across four runs in die second as
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Murray State Jordan Castaldo doubled to right center and scored
Racers came home with a share of third place at on Kyle DeGrace's two-run shot to left field. The
the Samford Invitational at Limestone Springs GC Red Wolves made the Breds pay for a two-out
error as Watts delivered a two-run single up the
in Birmingham, Ala.
MSU carded scores of 293-293-292=878 and middle.
MSU regained the lead in the bottom of the secfinished only a shot behind Vanderbilt and
ond as Cunningham hit his second two-run homer
Samford who tied for first at 877.
All of MSU's players finished in the top-30 of of the game. this time to right center.
The Red Wolves gained their first advantage in
the field of 75 competitors, including Cameron
Carrico who placed seventh after scores of 72-71- the third as Castaldo started his second-straight
71=214. Nick Newcomb finished eighth with inning with a double to right center and scored on
rounds of 71-74-73=218, while Jared Wolfe rallied a fielding error by the Breds. Michael Faulkner
to a 20th place showing with scores of 78-73- followed with a single and Giovanni Garcia deliv73=224. Chris Griffin was 22nd with scores of ered a two-run double down the left-field line.
74-75-76=225 anti Patrick Newcomb placed 29th After a failed pickoff attempt, DeMoney delivered
a sacrifice fly to center on an outstanding diving
with scores of 76-75-75=226.
The Racers shared third place with Kennesaw catch by Elliot Frey.
ASU reached double digits in the fifth as a pair
State. while Georgia State was fifth at 891.
Evansville was sixth at 893, while UT Martin and of hits put runners on the comers and Garcia delivBelmont shared seventh at 900. Eastem Kentucky ered a sacnfice fly to right center.
The Red Wolves would tack on seven more
was ninth at 902 and Southern Illinois lOth at 906.
Murray State's next action is the Spring Break runs over the final three innings to raise their total
Invitational in Delray Beach. Fla.. Mar. 26-28 at to 17 runs.
MSU got one run in the eighth inning as Laws
Gleneagles Country Club.
hit a solo home run to nght field.
Red %Wm Outslug Breds
Brad Allen (2-0) picked up the win despite
Wes Cunningham belted a pair of home runs
and Murray State hit four as a team, but it was not allowing seven runs on six hits over three innings.
nearly enough as Arkansa.s State outslugged the Marc Harmon (1-3) suffered the loss after surrenBreds en route to a 17-8 victory Tuesday aftemoon dering nine runs, five earned, on nine hits over 2.1
innings.
at Reagan Field.
Noonan. Cunningham, Laws and Propst each
The Red Wolves (8-4) got on the board in the
first inning as Todd Baumgartner blooped a single collected two hits as the team reached double digto center and scored on Murray Watts' triple into its in hits for the first time in seven garnes.
The Breds retum to the diamond Enday afterthe comer in right field.
The Breds (4-7) responded in a major way in noon as they open a three-gazne series with St.
Louis. First pitch is set for 2 p.m. at Reagan Field.
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COLLEGE HOOPS

Cronin, Cincinnati survive Rutgers
NEW YORK (AP) — Lance gym so we could win this
Stephenson picked up the hard- game," said Stephenson, who
ware, then helped Cincinnati finished with 13 points — 10 in
finally get a Big East touma- a 4-minute span of the second
ment win.
half — nine rebounds and five
The New York native was assists.
conference's
selected
the
The II th-seeded Bearcats
Rookie of the Year on Tuesday (17-14) entered 0-3 all-time in
afternoon. About 6 hours later. the conference tournament. Now
he backed up the choice by malt- they will face sixth-seeded
ing the game-deciding free Louisville, the defending chamthrow with 1.8 seconds to play pion, in the second round.
and the Bearcats beat Rutgers
"We got a one-point blowout
69-68 in the opening round.
tonight and we're proud of it,"
"This is the best conference Cincinnati coach Mick Cronin
in college basketball, and I just said. "We did a great job offenwanted to get everybody ready sively taking care of the basketand everybody prepared in the ball. If we get shots off, we're

going to rebound. We needed to
get this win so we have a chance
to play Louisville again tomorrow night, a team we lost a
tough game against at Freedom
Hall earlier this season."
Mike Rosario had 26 points
to lead the Scarlet Knights 0517), who end the season losing
five of six.
"This has been a team all
year long with an unbelievable
amount of heart," Rutgers coach
Fred Hill said. "We knew this
would be a game that goes down
to the wire."

CALVERT CITY, Ky. IAP)
— A 15-year-old girl has died
after collapsing during volleyball practice in
western
Kentucky.
The Marshall County sheriff's office says Courtney
Koehler was at practice in
Calvert City when she was
stricken and was taken by ambulance to a hospital where she
was pronounced dead at 5:12
p.m. CST Tuesday.
The cause of death wasn't
immediately known. An autopsy
was planned.
Funher information wasn't
immediately available Tuesday
night.
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Tuesday• Scores
By The Aseoctated areas
BOYS BASKETBALL
Championship
101 Region
Paducah nighmsn
r_,,,nes Co 46
?nob Regbon
Christian Co 56 Henderson Co 53
4th Region
VYarren Central 63 Bowling Greer' 58
Sth Region
North Hardor 69. Campbellsville 66
WI Raglan
Shelby Co 79 South Oldham 70
Ilth
Scott Co 76 Lea Lateral* 50
1211. Flickon
WeSI JOSSelf1K. 51 Mercer Co 48
14th Region

K.^ r. Cootr.
Porry
15di %glen
Shelby Volley 69 Betsy Layne 5'
PICAS Automatic Bids
Sy The Auocateo Ines,
Butler H0112u
,
Cornell Ivy League
East Tennessee State
Anansc Sur
Conference
Murray State. Ohio Valley Conference
Northern lows laissoun Valley Conference
Oakland Michgan Somn,i League
Old Domomon Coanol AttleIC ASSOC.IX,
Saint Mani s Calif Nes, Coast Conterenr
Sone Met, Atlantic Ath1.11C Conference
NOM Texas Sun Ben Cantab..,
Winthrop 84) South Contemn. e
,
e nee,
Wolfe,' Souelern Coe.
•
•

GIRLS'SWEET SIXTEEN

Marion County the 1 to catch
they have a lot of expenence on Clay County (27-6) meet.s
the varsity level," ICnights coach Anderson County (20-8).
Trent Milby said."Hopefully we
Thursday's first game pits the
play really good basketball, and No. 4 Bowling Green Purples
we will see what happens. ... (28-2) against the No. 8 Boone
(but) it will not be easy."
County Rebels (27-3).
Marion County meets No. 5
The Purples, who are making
Mercy (23-8) in the touma- their first Sweet 16 appearance.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. ment's second game Wednesday have won 23 in a row and are led
(AP) — There's one big ques- afternoon. The Jaguars lost to by senior guard Enca Smith.
tion facing the field at this No. 2 DuPont Manual in 25th Meanwhile the Rebels, who
week's Kentucky High School District final but rebounded to rank second in the state in
Athletic Association girls' Sweet win the always-difficult Seventh rebounding, are led by sopho16: Can anyone beat Marion Region. Their balanced attack is more fonvard Sydney Moss, the
led by junior guard Juliann daughter of NFL wide receiveT
County?
Randy Moss.
The No. 1 Knights(33-1) are Miller.
The first game of the tournaIn Thursday's second g
the consensus pick to take home
the title at the girls' basketball ment pits No. 10 Henderson the Scott County Cardinals (
tournament that tips off County (26-3) against Butler 6) will battle the Belfry Pira
(23-7).
Wednesday
at
Western (21-8), the 2008 state champ.
Henderson County, making
The Cardinals are led by juiKentucky University's Diddle
its sixth straight trip to ilk Sweet tor guard Kristen Stainback ar41
Arena in Bowling Green.
The Knights are unbeaten 16, is led by senior guard Ariel senior guard Madisen Webb.
against in-state competition this Bames. The Bearettestre led by The Pirates have won 12 of their
season and have outscored their freshman forward Aareon last 13 games and are led by
ior guard Jillnell Bevins.
opponents by an average of 27.6 Smith.
In Wednesday evening's first
points per game.
The Murray Tigers (30-i)
The young, yet talented team game, the Rowan County will meet the No. 7 Rockcastk
is led by freshman guard Vikings (20-81 will battle the County Rockets (27-41
Makayla Epps, freshman for- Breathitt County Bobcats (22- 'Thursday evening's first gam
ward Kyvin Goodin-Rogers and 7).
The Tigers. who have v.sophomore guard Bre Elder.
The Vikings, making their eight.rn a row. are led by soph
Epps- is the (toughie' of former third appearaomasa rowa.asit...anataappaxd,Hatey Aamstroni
Kentucky standout Anthony led by senior guard-forward The Rockets. who have won 17
Epps, a Knights assistant coach, Natasha Kissinger. l'he Bobcats, of their last 18, are led by junior
and Goodin-Rogers is the who have won I6 of their last 17 forward Sara Hammond.
daughter of former Louisville games, are led by sophomore
In the final first-round game,
player Tick Rogers.
guard Kendall Noble.
George Rogers Clark (18-10)
"Even though we are young,
In the first day's final game, battles Ohio County (24-7).

BUT NO. IS
NO LOCK
AGAINST
DEEP FIELD

•MHS
From Page 8A
Rockcastle center Sara Hanunond.
"There's no substitute for that experience," she
said of her team's time in Richmond. "You can't
replicate that any other way than by actually being
in that moment. But it is our first time at the
(KHSAA)state tournament, and I think there will
be some shock and awe at first."
Ttie Lady Tigers, notoriously slow starters,
can't afford to dig themselves too deep a hole
against Rockcastle, however.
The Lady Rockets defeated the AP's I I thranked squad. Lincoln County, in the 12th Region
title game on Saturday, outsconng their rivals 153 over the last three-and-a-half minutes of the
game to take an eight-point win.
Rockcastle put four players in double-figures in
that game, but generally relies on a three-woman
platoon for scoring.
Turner is concerned specifically about two of
those players — Hammond and 5-foot-10 senior
guard Jackie Alexander, a versatile inside-outside
threat.
Both average around 15.5 points per game
while Hammond also pulls down nearly 11
rebounds per contest.

The Lady Tigers can match up with Rockcastle
height-wise, however, and Tumer knows she'll
need solid outings from center Sian House and
forward Shelby Crouch.
"They're going to have to be big," she said.
"(Rockcastle) has a lot of length around the basket. We're going to have to rebound the ball and
try to limit those two kids as much as possible."
The Lady Rockets also employ point guard
Angie Lawrence, a first-year starter who is averaging 11.4 points per game.
Like Murray guards Janssen Starks arid Haley
Armstrong, Lawrence is a threat both as an outside
shooter and as a creator off the dribble.
"We think we should be able to match up with
them in the backcourt, but it's hard to determine
quickness and those type of things on film," said
Turner. "But I'd put our guards up against their
guards."
Interestingly enough. Rockcastle is one of only
five teams in the state that ranks ahead of Murray
in free-throw shooting.
The Lady Rockets are third in the state and
shoot a 73 percent clip. Lawrence is the leader at
79 percent from the charity stripe.

Learn How To Cut Your

Mowing Time In Half

141110
41/11"

•MYST
From Page 8A
Santiago, %kilt/ IS in her first year
as head coach. "I wish I could
tell you how I thought Daniel
would do. Every time I think I
know, he exceeds my expectations. He's a competitor and his
competitiveness has rubbed off
on his teammates."
Joining McGee in Lexington
this weekend will be Eb Weber
and Adam Miller, all of whom
are teammates on the Murray
High swim team. Thomas
Canning will also travel as a
relay swimmer.
Also swinuning at state will
be Marco O'Bryan, a newcomer
to the sport.

eeAm•AA -AN!ae•

-He's a real diamond in the
rough," said Santiago_ "He just
started in swimming and went
from not knowing how to do a
flip tuni to qualifying in two
events. Regardless of where he
finishes, it's going to be a great
experience for him to be there."
Santiago has a handful of
girls qualifying in the I2-andunder division. most of which
are 11 and under and will be
back to swim in the same division at state next year.
"They fought tooth and nail
to get here," she said. "I never
thought we would have that
many girls qualifying in that age
group.-

Santiago says she has
enjoyed her first season at the
MYST helm and has been
impressed with the dedication of
her swimmers and their families.
"Not having ever trained
these kids before, I pretty much
let them lead the goal-setting,"
she said. "I didn't come to them
and say. 'This is where I think
you should be.'
"I was not aware of their
work ethic, their competitive
edge. I just didn't know enough
about them, so they set their
own goals and they•ve all
exceeded them. They've wellexceeded my expectations."

• 3-in-1 cutting system
• 4" deep cutting deck 42" or so' wide
• Automatic braking system
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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2008 Saturn Vue Red Line
45,000 Miles,
Heated Leather.

2007 Toyota Matrix XR
-7.7711117.9
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2006 Toyota Avalon XLS
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-- .

52,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
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2007
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2009 Toyota Corolla LE
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2006 Chevrolet MIR LT
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2008 Cadillac DTS
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2008 Pontiac G6

13,000 Miles,
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Wheels, Heated Leather.
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$16,975*
2006 Volkswagen Passat

44,000 Miles,
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2008 Mazda MX-5
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Manual Shift.

i --- -
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2005 GMC Sierra SLE
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49,000 Miles,
Bed, T/C.
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Murray State alums Watson, Walker win Emmys
By Sob McGaughey
rt,ISL1 Public Relations

of Murray
State University's department of journalism and
mass communications won
Enuny awards for their work at
WTVF Channel 5 in Nashville,
Tenn. Amy Bryan Watson, 1989
broadcast journalism graduate
from Murray, and Jerry Walker,
a 1995 electronic media graduate from Mayfield, received the
awards at the 24th annual MidSouth Emmy awards banquet.
Watson, a co-anchor of the
"This Morning" show, won the
award along with her moming
show colleagues for Best Live
Special Event. The event was
the "Let Freedom Sing" July
4th Riverfront Celebration.
This was Watson's fourth
Emmy nomination
Walker. promotion produsxr
at WTVF, won three Emmy.
awards - Best PSA Campaign,
"Nashville Rescue Mission:
Hunger to Hope Campaign":
Best Promotional Campaign,
News, "Morning People"; and
Best Short Form Photography,
"JWalker Pictures."
Watson came to WTVF in
2006. Prior to that, she had
worked as reporter and evening
anchor for 12 years at WPSDTV Channel 6 in Paducah. Her
other broadcast experience
includes
WDEF
in

T

wo alumni

Filmmaker
wins award
at Big Muddy
Film festival

Chattanooga, Tenn.; KFVS in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; and TV
43 in Hopkinsville.
While at WPSD-TV she won
several
awards,

Press

including

Best

Reporter
and
Writing
Excellence. She also won a
Radio-TV News Directors
Association award for Best
News Feature. She does the
"Health Break" TV spots for
Western Baptist Hospital that
are seen in the west Kentucky

ence includes WHBQ-TV. short films and videos as an
Memphis, Tenn.; KFVS-TV, independent producer. Three
Cape Girai-cleau; and WPSD- have received recognition at the
TV, Paducah.
Nashville Independent Film
While a news photographer Festival.
he received several National
Walker lives with his wife.
PreSS
Photographers Marian and son, Gibb, in
Association awards. including Pleasarit View, Tenn., halfway
being on the staff of the between
Nashville
and
National Station of the Year in Clarksville.
2003. He has won the CBS Eye
The Mid-South Enuny region
on Excellence Award for TV iticludes broadcast stations in
promotion and has produced Tennessee, North Carolina and
three documentaries and several Alabama.
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a former child
actor tumed filmmaker with
Calloway County roots, has
been awarded the prize of"Best
Narrative Film" during the Big
Muddy Film Festival recently
in Carbondale,
Clay Jeter Jr., who once
played a part in the "Christy"
TV series, produced the awardwinner entirely on location in
New Concord during in JuneJuly 2009. Featured in the film
is Jeff Miller, who has been
featured in plays at Murray's
"Playhouse in the Park."
"Five Dollars" is a 20minute film featuring three
youngsters - one boy and his
older and younger sister - who
live with their parent in a
mobile home in a rural area.
The film centers on personality'
dashes and turrnoil they face
one aftemoon when their father
retums home while the older
girl's boyfriend - who is not
allowed to be in the house - is
present. The older girl buys her
brother's silence with a $5 bill.
Miller has the feature role as
the father of "Kenny." the
young Truk protagonist in the
film.
"Five Dollars" will be
shown during the prestigious
2010 Nashville Film Festival
April 15-22 and again at the
2010 Memphis Film Festival
April 22-25.
Jeter could not be contacted
for comment concerning his
accomplishment, but said in a
news release that he has tried to
feature actors from the western
Kentucky
northwest
Tennessee area in his films.
Jeter said when the films were
completed, they would be
entered into national contests
as examples of his work which
have apparently been met with
much success. Jeter hopes to
direct and produce a full-length
feature film.
"Five
on
Production
Dollars," by Blood River
Pictures LLC, Jeter's organization, began June 22, 2009 and
wrapped up about a week later.
Filming of both "Five Dollars"
and another short film, "Jeff
and Moss," extended through
early July. The second film
relationship
concerns a
between two cousins. lt was
filmed in Lynn Grove in what is
left of Coleman's great-grandmother's house. Jeter is the
grandson of Marie and Clifton
Coleman of Calloway County.
Coleman is owner-operator of
Coleman Real Estatc in
produced

NIurray.

service.
What
counts a great deal
in life is what we do
for others.Anonymous
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area
Watson lives in Hopkinsville
with her husband, Derrick, and
her children - Aaron, Sarah and
Anna.
Walker now has won eight
Emmys and received 27 nominations for news or promotion.
He has been the promotion
producer for WTVF since 2004.
Prior to working in promotion,
he was a photojournalist at
WTVF from 1997 to 2004. His
other photojournalism experi-
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Bill would make
jailer-prisoner
sex a felony

Photo provided
Pictured are members of the recert Clarks River cleanup
crew

MSU students participate in
annual Clarks River cleanup
Special to the Ledger
lbe recent annual Litter Day'
at Clarks River National
Wildlife Refuge has been
deemed a success, according to
Stacey Hayden, a Visitor
Services specialist with the
Clarks River National Wildlife
Refuge in Benton.
Approximately 20 volunteers
participated, including representatives from Murray State
Environmental
University's
Student Society (MESS) and
Wildlife
Society (TWS),
National Scholastic Sportsman's
Program (NSSP), a cub scout
troupe from Paducah, students
from Marshall County Schools,
and members from The Friends
NWR.
of Clarks River
"Numbers were a little low this
year because the event had to be
reschedule," hayden said.
The group worked for five
hours collecting litter on Refuge

1-RAN KF()RT, Ky .(AP) —
Pnson guards would face
felony charges for having sexual contact with inmates under
legislation that has been
approved by the Senate.
The measure, which passed
37-0 on Tuesday, now goes to
the House for consideration.
Republican state Sen. Tom
Jensen of L,ondon. chairman of
the Senate Judiciary
Committee. said the legislation
would apply to workers in state
prisons, private prisons contracting with the state, county
jails and other detention facilities.
Jensen said violators could be
charged with statutory rape or
sodomy under the legislation.

property along roadways and
areas that are known to be
-dumping places."
Hayden said four large trailer
loads of trash were collected.
The most common items found,
other than bottles and cans,
were ores and carpet pieces, he
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-added.
University of Kentucky
"After the work was complet- President Lee T. Todd Jr. says
ed everyone gathered at the the university followed its fire
Refuge office for lunch. Friends marshal's recommendation in
members Jon Hayden grilled closing the Sigma Alpha
hamburgers while Rick and Epsilon fraternity house until
2011.
Judy Miller made baked beans.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
Lunc.h was made possible reported the closure and the UK
because of donations from Five chapter's suspension by the
Rivers Taxidermy and WKM national SAE organization
came after a member was
Reality," he continued.
wrapped in toilet paper, which
Hayden said the Refuge is
was set of fire.
successful because of the supCourt documents showed 19port from community members year-old fraternity member
and volunteers who support its Sean P. Dunn of Hebron is
charged with first-degree arson,
management goals.
first-degree wanton endangerment and evidence tampering.
The documents show the
member was engulfed in flames
up his shoulders in the prank
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The Senate has unanimously passed
early Saturday and dropped to
a bill that would allow school boards to meet pnvately with super- the floor to roll and put out the
intendents to discuss preliminary job evaluations.
flames, setting the carpeting on
Republican state Sen. David Givens of Greensburg is champifire.
oning the measure, which now goes to the House for consideraTodd said it was the most
tion.
"notable" Greek house closure
The 38-0 Senate vote came on Tuesday.
during his eight years as presiGivens said the legislation provides for an initial closed-door
dent of UK. He described
meeting before the final draft of an evaluation is discussed and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon as "a
voted on publicly.
pretty well-known" house on
campus.

UK president says
closing SAE house
was appropriate

Catch the opening rounds of the
Southeastern Conference Men's
Basketball Championship on
Channel 11!
Thursday, Match lith - Noon,2 15 pm,6:30 pm,&
8:45 pm
Friday, March 12th - 2:15pm 6:30 pm, &8:45 Pm

Special -

*UK's game on friday wilt be
broadcasted at Noon on WPSD
Channel 6''
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We believe in providing the right hearing solution for
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and budget. Audiology & Hearing Center offers a full
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MCCH
welcomes
medical
students
Special to the Ledger
Cindy -Thanhtioa Bui is a
fourth year medical student at
the University of Kentucky
Medical School and recently
spent four weeks at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
doing cliriical rotations with Dr.
Robin Floyd, Dr. Casey Hines
and Dr. William Wilson,
Radiologists.
She will begin her residency
in July and is planning to focus

MCCH marks Colorectal
Cancer Awareness Month
Photo provided

Pictured is Cindy-Thanhhoa Bui with Dr. Robin Floyd. radiologist at MCCH.
in Obstetncs and Gynecology.
"We appreciate Drs. Wilson,
Hines arid Floyd working with
medical students in this very
important part of their training,"
said Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital works with numerous
medical students each year giving them an opportunity to get
hands-on expenence in a healthcare setting

Patient Safety Awareness Week observed
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is sponsoring a variety
of activities during the week of
March 7-13 as part of the hospital's observance of Patient and
Resident Safety Awareness
Week, a nationai initiative
involving hospital and health
care organization throughout the
United States.
The theme for 2010 is "Let's
Talk: Healthy Conversations for
Safer Healthcare." The goals are
to increase the level of awareness of patient and resident safety issues and to educate both
employees and the community
on the 2010 National Patient
Safety Goals established by The
Joint Commission. To hell)
achieve these goals, MCCH will
have both community and
employee events during the
week.
Mary Sue Hubbard, PI/Risk

Manager at MCCH said, "The
hospital is excited about participating in this national educational and awareness-building
campaign for improving the
patient/resident safety. The
increasing complexity of healthcare options makes it even more
important for patients to have
healthy conversations with their
medical care providers."
Patient and Resident Safety
Awareness Week was launched
by. PULSE (Persons United
Limiting Substandards and
Errors and the Department of
Veterans Affairs National Center
for Patient Safety. The National
Patient Safety Foundation, an
independent, non-profit education and research foundation
headquartered in Chicago. is
coordinating the national observance of Patient and Resident
Safety Awareness Week.
Murray-Calloway County

Hospital continually strives to
focus on providing a culture of
safety for the patients and guests
at MCCH. We have many initiatives to create a focus of our
employees and staff about the
importance of patient safety
including:
• Bedside medication verification scanning
• Safety Alert Hotline
• Badge access technology
for secure areas
• Patient identification
bracelets with enhanced barcode
scanning capability' and colorcoded
• Alert clasps
For more information about
the observance of Patient/Safety
Awareness Week, contact Mary
Sue Hubbard, PI/Risk Manager
at 762-1528. For more information
about
NPSF. visit
www.npsf.org.

Special to the Ledger
In recognition of Colorectal
Cancer Awareness Month,
MCCH's
Endoscopy
Department put together an educational display in the MCCH
cafeteria and engaged employees with a colorectal cancer
"Know the Facts" quiz. MurrayCalloway County Hospital also
encouraged the community and
employees to observe national
Dress in Blue Day on Friday,
March 5, to create additional
awareness about colorectal cancer. MCCH employees all wore
blue on this day to recognize the
importance of colorectal cancer
Photo provided
prevention and detection. For
more inforrnation about colorec- Pictured are MCCH employees (lett to right) Shannon Kidd,
tal cancer, call the MCCH Faye Key Peggy Smith. Donna Steelman and Myra Melson
Endoscopy Department at 762- participating in Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month activities
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
1167.

6,e.

111,
4,
1 444

Spinning classes offered at Wellness Center
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for
Health and Wellness is now offering additional
spinning classes due to member requests. A 30minute spinning class will be offered on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 5:30 a.m. and 45-minute classes
offered at 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
Spinning was created by world-class cyclist
Jonny Goldberg as a convenient and quick way to
train for races. In 1989, he and John Baudhuin
opened the first spinning center in Santa Monica,
Calif. and then developed a program to certify
other spinning instructors.
• What is it? Spinning is an aerobic exercise
that takes place on a specially designed stationary
bicycle called (obviously enough)a spinning bike.
As you pedal. motivating music plays and the
instructor talks you thmugh a visualization of an
outdoor cycling workout. During the class you
vary your pace — sometimes pedaling as fast as

you can. other times increasing the tension and
pedaling slowly from a standing position.
• Why members love it: Spinning bums calories (about 450 in 45 minutes) and offers an awesome aerobic workout that makes your heart pumr
fast. It also tones your quadriceps (front thigh
muscles) and outer thigh muscles Because you
stay in one place with the same basic movement
throughout, Spinning doesn't involve a lot of coordination; it's easier to concentrate on your form
than in other types of aerobic classes. And
although you follow the general instructions of the
spinning teacher, you are in control when it comes
to your pace. You can finish a spin class, regardless of your fitness level, simply by adjusting your
pace or the tension knob on the bike.
For more information about spinning classes at
the Center for Health & Wellness, call 762-1348
or view the group fitness schedule on the website
at www.murrayhospital.org/Center for Health &
Wellness.

Health
Express
appearances
announced
Speelai to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
The
County Hospital Health Express
will offer blood pressure checks,
pulse and blood sugar screenings at its stops dunng the
month of March.
If you find that any of the following conditions apply to you,
it is important that you have
your blood sugar checked:
• Annually., if family history
of diabetes exists
• Anytime there is a 20 pound
weight gain or loss
• Every three years under all
other condition,:
If you are diagnosed with
diabetes, you can have your
blood sugar monitored on the
Health Express with a written
prescnption from you physician
and file it with the Health
Express nurse. Your physician
will specify the frequency for
monitonng on the prescription.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest
stages when there are no symptoms. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician as soon as possible.
During the month of March,
the Health Express will be making the stops at the following
locations:
•Friday. March 12, from 8:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot in
Murray.
• Tuesday, March 16, from 9
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. to 3 p.m. at Lowe's in
Mayfield.
• Friday, March 19, from 8:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. to 3 p.m. at Office Depot in
Murray.
• Monday, March 22, from
8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at
George Weaks Community
Center in Murray.
• Thursday, March 25, from
8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Walmart
in Murray.
• Tuesday, March 30. from 9
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. to 3 p.m. at Walmart in
Paris.
Additionally. MCCH Health
Express will have the following
stops offering free screenings:
• Tuesday, March 23, from 8
a.m. to noon and I p.m. to 3 p.m.
at Free Vision, Osteoporosis,
Blood Pressure and Blood Sugar
Screenings at the Center for
Health &Wellness in Murray.
Also available at these
screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is $4.
This screening detects blood in
the stool, which can be an early
indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
March Health Express schedule
or about the screenings offered,
call 762-1348.
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CELEBRATING A CENTURY
MURRAY-CALLOWAY

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

GRAND OPENING
COMMUNITY TOURS & HEALTH SCREENINGS

GRAND OPENING CEREMONY

Saturday, March 20
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entrance

Sunday, March 21
2:00 pm
South Tower - Vine Street Entrance

RSVP for a tour hy catitng 270.762.1381 or 270.762.1102
or e-mail grandopening@murrayhospital.org

Ribbon Cutting immediately following ceremony

Free Screenings:
B ood Pressure a= Blood Sugar
Breast Screenings
steopprosis leo Dermuscans
and More!
for chiklren. Come visit the
'trade,and race car, and get some mires, tool.
PO

hors d'oeuvres. door prizes

glue-a-ways

RSVP to 270.762.1381 or 270.762.1102
to grandopening@mutray4oVi,tc,q.p„tg

Or, e-mail

Atiditioruti parking available at
Christ, with free shuttle serviee
Transit Authority beginning 101240

A11%,

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

MURRAY

CALLOWAY COUN TY RESIDENTS

1910-2010
(270) 762-1100 I

www murrayhospital.org
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COUftT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00261

lsiMONTWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COIJRT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00226
11,ANie N A ,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 25, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate principal amount of $59.648 75, I shall proceed t,offer for sale at the Courthou. door in the City of Murray, Calloway Counts,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. March 12, 2010. et
the hour of 10-00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described proper
ty located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2510 Green
Plain Road. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.
Beginning at a point in the center of the Green Plains Road, said point beIng at
the southwest corner of Grantor's !Gertie Alexander's; tract of land which lies
North of the Green Plains Road, Thence, in a northerly direction with the fence
line between Edgar Linn for a distance of 500 feet to a stake, Thence. in an east
erly direction for a distance of 280 feet to a stake; Thence, in a southerly direction for a distance of 500 feet to a point in the center of said road; Thence, in a
westerly direction for a distance of 280 feet to the point of beginning, and being
a part of Section 28, Townghip 1, Range 4 East.
Being in all respecta the same property conveyed to Freddie J. Stone by deed
from Brooke A Underwood, arid wife. Mandy D. Underwood, dated May 9, 2001
of record in Deed Book 378, Page 690. in the office of the ('Ierk of the Calloway
County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold Oil a cash or credtt basis of 30 days.
but If Bold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser dial' be reciuirecl to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent ;10% , of the purchase price, with the balence
b•paid in full within thirty t 30 days, with sufficient surety bond, beanng inter•
est at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, arid fully due and
payable in thirty "30.; days A lien ghall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This /0th day of February', 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 8, 2010„ in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of S70,207.83. I ',hall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
te the highegt bidder, at public auction en Thursday, Nitu-ch 2,5. 2010, et the
hour of 10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the following describc•d property
i!eated in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 107 Pine Street,
Nturray, ICY 42071, and being more particularly deecribed as follows:
Lots Number Tsventy-three and Twenty-four of Block 1 in Bishop East 'view
.Addition Gilbert Place to the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky. a,
shown on plat recerded of record in Deed Book 31, Page 403, in the Callowei
County Clerk's Office.
Being the same property conveyed to Henrietta Curry, by deed dated February
13, 1980, and recorded in Deed BOOR 160. Page 2177, in the Calloway County
ourt Clerk's Office.
THERE: IS INCLUDED 9 2007 Champion 350 manufactured home which hair
been converted to real estate pursuant te an affidavit of conversion. Dated
l/ecember 17, 2009, of record m Book 814, Page 6.57, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall be sold Oil a cash or credit basis of thirty 130i
dap', but if sold on a credit of thirty 130I days. the purchaser 'shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110% I of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of gale until paint end fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commiesioner. but the
property &hall be sold subject to the 2010 ad valorem taxes

DEFENDANTS

Beginning at a #4 rebar set! 25 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue and
approximately 669.72 feet North of the centerline of Lassiter Road. said rebar
being the southwest corner of Lot 4 and the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence North 89" 26' 36" East for a distance of 468.33 feet with the south line ri
Lot 4 to a #4 rebar "sett said rebar being the southeast corner of lot 4 and the
northeagt corner of the herein described tract of land.
Thence South 02' 27' ,34" East for a distance of 99.93 feet with the west line of
the Homer William,. property 'Deed Book 89, Page 99, to a #4 rebar !set t said
rebar being the northeast corner of Lot 6 and the southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land,
Thence South 88' 11' 06'' West for a distance of 469.63 feet with the north line
Lot 6 to a #4 rebar !sett 25 feet Eaat of the centerline of Seth Avenue, said Tel,/
being the northwest corner of Lot 6 and the southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land.
Thence North 02' 02' 42" West for a distance of 89.57 feet with the right-of-way
rtf Seth Avenue to the point of beginning.
Together with and subject to covenants. eseementa, and restnctiong of record
Also included is a 1998 Explorer mobile home, VIN CLA04326ITN.
Being in all respect. the same property conveyed to Danny Rogers !genie pened.
as Danny K. Ftogers by deed dated January 31, 2007 and recorded in Book 684.
Page 331, Calloway County Clerk's Office
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
hut if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaaer shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty '30! days, with gufficient surety, bearing Interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but shall be .Id subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.

UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JOYCE
D HASTY, UNKNOWN DEFENDA.NTS, WHO ARE THE
HEIRS OR DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF JOYCE D
FLASTY AND THEIR SPOUSES. AND ANY UNKNOWN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY
WHICH IS THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS ACTION,
CMFINANCIAL, INC , COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
SHERRI GAIL HA.STY, UN1CNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF SHERRI GAIL HASTY, RACHEL DEAN DENNIS,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF RACHEL DEAN
DENNIS. TERRY LYNN HASTY. MARJORIE HASTY,
WILLIAM BRUCE HASTY. TRACY HASTY,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 9, 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff' in the approximate emount of S42,273.47, I ahall proceed to offer for
rale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, March 25, 2010, at the
hour of 10,00 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 8334 State Route
121 North, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

--LOST L

ring 75:,

Ths following described tract or parcel of land, lying and being in Calloway
County, ICentucky. to-vrit: Legal description of a tract of land situated in the
community of Coldwater. County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, betng a part of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 8. Township 2, Range 3 East. and being Lot
No 1 of an unrecorded Minor Subdivisior, Plat of the Nancy Paschall property.
and being further described as follows. Beginning at a Tr2 inch diameter rebar
set in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121, located 159 feet east of the centerline of Kentucky Highway 1836, the Southwest corner of Lot No 1 of said
Minor plat thence. severing the lands of Nancy Paschall, North 12 degrees, 45
nunutes 46 seconds East 140.87 feet te a inch diameter rebar riet in an richeing electric fence; thence, with the North line of Lot No!'i, the following beartrigs and distances: South i3 deg. 05 minutes 13 eeconds Ftlet 32 09 feet to a 1/2
inch diameter rebar set; South 77 deg. 11 minutes' 58 seconds East 25.38 feet to
a 1P2 inch diameter rebar set; South 79 deg 56 minutes 16 seconda East 26.13
feet to a 1/2 inch diameter rehar set; South 81 degrees 20 minutes 26 seconds
East 25.35 feet to a 1.-2 inch diameter rebar set, the Northesst corner of Lot No
1 and the Northwest corr.er of the James Toney property !Deed Book 155. Card
13191; thence, with Ibney's Wegt line and the East Line of Lot No. 1, South 05
degrees 45 minutes 07 'seconds West 136.54 feet to a 1-^2 inch diameter rebar set
in the North line of Kentucky Highway 121; thence. 30 feet from and parallel tc
the centerline of Kentucky Highway 121, North 80 degrees 00 minutes 08 sec,inde Weet 125.58 feet to the point of beginning This tract contains 0.369 acres
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Being the same property conveyed to Joyce D. Hasty, by deed from Nancy
'a/Khali, dated Sept 25, 1996, of record in Book 238, Page 536, in the office of
the Cierk of the Calloway County Court.

COMMONWEALTH OF'10ENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00584
PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

A 1.014-acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc. of
Murray, Kentucky on July 19,1996 located on Seth Avenue approximately 4
miles North of the City of Murray, Kentucky, and being known as Lot 5 of the
Edwin E. and Gennieve Lewis property (Minor Plat recorded in Plat Book 19,
Page 241 and being more particularly descnbed as follows:

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Cesrt

VALERIE CURRY. Executrix of the Estate of Henrietta Curry,
VALERIE CURRY, Individually, JEANNETTE KORNEGAY,
KIPLEY SKARSYNSKA,COftEY SCOTT,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY, OF VALERIE CURRY.
rHE UNKNOWN SPOUSE,IF ANY, OF JEANNETTE KORNEGAY,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE , IF ANY, OF CORY SCCYIT,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, CITY OF MURRAY,
SOLTITHERN TAX SERVICES, LLC, CALLOWAY COUNTY,
JOHNNY SCRUGGS, TFIE UNKNOWN PERSONS. IF ANY.
WHO MAY CLAIM AN INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
BY, THROUGH OR UNDER JOHNNY SCRUGGS,
DEFENDANTS

F'RFT 2005-2 TRUST,

By virtue of a Judgment. and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
C,ourt on September 28. 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of thr
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of S30.580.45. I shall proceed to offer for
sole at the ourthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky.
to ths higneet bidder, at pubhc auction on 'Thursday, March 25, 2010. at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following deecribed property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 17 Jessica Lane.
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.
Being Lot 5A of the Edwin E. and Gennieve Lewis property as platted in Plat
Book 19, Page 24, and replatted for subdividing in Plat Rook 22, Page 98, Slide
2111, am recorded in Calloway County Clerk's Office. Farmerly described as:

PLAINTIF

VS NOTICE OF SALE

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES BANK
fIcLis(a BANK OF BENTON,

DANNY K. ROGERS and his wife, KIMBERLY
ROGERS. STARKS BROTHERS HOMES,INC.,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

1/2

PLAINTIFF,

This 3rd day of March, 2010.
Reepectfully submitted,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-0024.3

This 4th day of March. 2010.
Respectfully !submitted,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCICY
COLTRT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-0041/

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF

VS. NCYTICE OF SALE
FREDDIE J STONE. ale a FREDDIE: STONE,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT CABINE'T EX REL
DIVISION OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
DH CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INC ,

.020

VISA

CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.,

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC, Successor by
Merger to Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation,
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PollERT G MILLER, DONNA I. MILLER,
'CAPITAL ONE BANK,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 25, 2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate principal amount- of $47,345.34, I !than proceed to
offer for gale at the Courthouae door in the City. of Murray, Calloway (lounty,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 12, 2010, at
the hour of 10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout. the followIng described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1519 Johnson
Avenue, Murray KY 42071 (PVA Parcel No. 006-0-0007-000015 and being more
particularly described as follows:
"Lot No. 1 in Section E and part of Lot No. 2 in Section E in the Meadow Lane
Subdivision to the town of Murray, Kentucky as shown by corrected plat of
record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Deed Book 103,
Page 459, and more particularly described as follows.
Beginning at the Northwest corner of James T. Armbruster's lot, deed to said
Armbru.ster's lot being recorded in the office a the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court in Lleed Book 107, Page 501 and Deed Book 107, Page 502, thence South
130 feet tc a stake in a fence row; thence West with the said fence row and the
meanderings of the creek in a Northwesterly direction to the east right-of-way of
South 16th Street. thence North with the East nght-of-way of South 16th Street
to a stake et the Northeast corner of the intergection of South 16th Street and
Johnson Boulevard. thence East with the South side ofJohnson Boulevard
approxImately 155 feet to the point of beginning."
Subject to all restrictions, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways
and easements.
Being the game property conveyed to Robert G. Miller, and wife. Donna I,
Miller, by deed from William J Folta, and wife, Patricia M, Folta, dated March
13, 1979, of record in Book 159, Card 1769, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but. if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall he required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (10%1 of the purchase price. with the balance te
paid in full within thirty 130) days, with sufficient eurety bond, bearing inter
est at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable in thirty (30! days A lien shall be retained on the property tut addition
al security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but the preneei
shall be gold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
This 10th day of February, 2010
Fic•epoctfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
•
51 oder Comnussioner
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This 3rd dey of March, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
N.Irt trr r Commissioner
ay Circuit Court
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days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301days, the purrhaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110%1 of the purchase price and execute bond
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annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes. if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
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Notice is hereby given that the Kentucky
Department for Ptah and Wildlife Resources ha-,
filed an application with the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet to restore/rehabilitate 945 feet of left descending stream hank
owned by Ilon Overbey The project will address
erosion problems baited on a narural stream design
methodology 'The prteert In located immediately
downstream of the KY 94 bridge over East Fork
Clarks River, approximately one mile east of the
city of Murray Any commenta or objections
concerning this application shall he directed to
Kentucky Division of Water, Water Reeources
Branch, 200 Fair Oaks. 4th Floor, Frankfort.
Kentucky 40601 Phone i502i 564-3410
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Wee Care Enterprises
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he Judgment of the
proceed to offer for
y County, Kentucky.
i 25, 2010, at the
iefteribed property
mg 8334 State Route
described as follows

OST Ladies diamond
ing 753-1791

ring in Calloway
d situated in the
Lucky, being a part of
ast. and being Lot
y Paschall property.
nch diameter rebar
1 feet east of the cenf Lot No. 1 of said
!firth 12 degrees. 45
rbar set in an existthe following bear,
2
alit '32 09 feet re a 1.
de East 25.38 feet to
seconds East 26.13
linutes 26 seconds
,ast corner of Lot No.
bed Book 155, Card
Lot No 1, South 05
:h diameter rebar set
. from and parallel to
00 minutes 08 seccontains 0.369 acres

:3-15-1U to 1-15-11 TN8396667 6 openings
Larry Crouch, Gray, TN
Farm Laborer/Nursery Laborer Wage $7 2636 00
iTNI18 29iHR 3/4 contract hours gnaranteed, all
tooLs and equip at no charge Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50'4 of contract completed.'Transport daily to worksite Apply for this job at
the nearest offi-e of state workforce agency in the
state Using job order numbers alarm with a copy of
this advertisement Subject to random drug test at
employers cost

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04/24/2010 to 12J31/2010 - K140396076
Workman Farms, Hazel, KY (16 openings)
Temporary Tobacco Farrn Labor Labor
Wage $7.25/$8.29 hr. Depending on crop
activity. 3/4 contract hours guaranteed. All tools
and equip. furnished at no charge Housing
provided for those beyond commuting at no
cost. Transportation and subsistence pay. after
50°', of contract completed., Transport daily to
work site Apply for this job at nearest Office
of State Workforce Agency this state. Using
Job order nurnbers above with a copy ol this
advertisement. Subject to random drug and
alcohol tests at emplioyers expense

fit 1.11AIS of thirty 1301
er shall deposit vrtth
Ind execute bond
nterest at 129 per
iayable within thirty
I "'runty All delinmmisaioner, but the
es

MCTA Ls hiring for Part-time
Transit Drivers
7am-7pm Monday-Saturday

ced in our
ed on our

We are looking for a person that has- integrus.
good work ethic, sense of responsibility
CDL and Non-CDL positions_

r free!

Qualifications are:
•Must be at least 21 years old
•Valid KY Driver's License
-High-School Diploma or GED
•No moving i traffic) violations in the past 2 years
•No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
All qualified applicants must pass a pre-employment
testing before being considered ant' further.
•1X)T Physical
•DOT Drug and Alcohol Test
•Criminal Record Check
•CPR and First Aid

nto
Ivings!
the

[TIMES

TITLE VI NOTICE OF PROTECTIONS
AGAINSI DISCRIMINATION

Local Mall
ICaliortv

e
e

M3'

_
h payment to:

& Times
040
f 42071
53-1916

FIRST Baptist Church
of Clinton KY is seeking a full time pastor,
Resume accompanied
by CDOVD rnay be
sent to Pastor Search
Commetee 320
Mayfield Rd Clintor
KY 42031

'TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

ed frtim Nancy
536. in the office of

Visa

060
Help

Please submit application at Murray
Calloway Transit Authority located at
1111 Franck liNay. 753-972.5
k•

TEMPORARY HORTICII.TURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04-20-10 TO 10-15-10 F0(00394419 ea OPENINGS ,
Jackie Carson Farms Murray, KY
ri5-01-10 Tt) 11-15-10 KY,0395547 18 OPENINGS,
Kennith MCcuiston Murray, KY
04 20-10 TO 12-20-10 K140394577 17 OPENINGS
Eddie Ward Farms Hazel, KY
05-25-10 TO 12-20-10 KY/10395088 15 OPENINGS
Jackie Carson Farms 2 Murray, KY
04-15-10 TO 01-15-11 KY*0395953 18 OPENINGS
Nelson Key Murray, KY
04-20-10 TO 01-01-11 KYS0395951 18 OPENINGS
Heath Shelton Hazel, KY
TOBACCO/ FARM LABORER/ NURSERY
LABORER
Wage $7 2548.00 HR3i4 Contract Hours
guaranteed. aU tools and equip. at no charge.
Housing pmvided for those beyond commuting at
no cost Transgairtation and subsistence pay, after
50% of contract completed Ttansport daily to
worksite. Apply for this.iob at the nearest office of
State Workforce Agency in this state, using tot,
order numbers above with a copy of this
Adverhaement Subject to random drug test at
employers cost

GOLF carts. 2 electre
I gas. 293-6430
LAYING Hens
753-6466
FOR SALE:
21 Storage Units
Potentiat income
$950/mo
$1 15000obo
227-3861
227-8280

(270) 753 1713

1984 14x70 Buccanee,
2BR. 2BA. C/H/A
condition
great
$10.500.
Located.
Coach Estates C-2.
270-227-1485.

Apply:
At KFC restaurant

or
Send resumes to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
inarshallicijmficfc.com
Fax:(205) 556-9206

MANAGERS Special
New 24 X 40
3 Bed, 2 Bath Home
Delivered and setup
Only $39.999 Corne
and see.
Call Clayton Homes
731-5E34-9429

060
L_
An exciting opportunity
exists :or hardworking.
ambitious individuals
who are eager to learn
and ready to become
part of a dynamic
team. Pulmo Dose. a
Rotech Healthcare Co.
is
now
hiring
certifiedllicensed
Respiratory Theraptst
and'or
Regrstered
Nurses to join our clinical
team
Our
Respiratory Clinicians
are responsible for providing telephonic support regarding respiratory equipment/supplies and education to
patients, caregivers,
referral sources, and
field staff. Schedule
may include nights
and/or weekends. All
positions for Rotech
--ague° minimum educational background cf
high school diploma or
G ED
equivalent.
Please notify us of your
interest by emailing us
at
resume.pulmodor
cse rotech.corri
you can stop into OW
facility to complete an
application. M-F 8am5pm, at120 Max Hurt
Drive Murray,
KY
42071. We are an
Opportunity
Equal
Employer.
FULL-TIME SEASONAL CUSTOMER service position opening at
the Murray Country
Club Pro Shop Prior
golf knowledge preferred. Email resume
to proshopoftnurraycc0murray-ky.net
or mail to PO Box 310.
Murray KY 42071
GIBSON truck lines is
taking applications for
full-time OTR drivers
and part-time drivers.
Must pass DOT d/s
and physical, he at
least 25 years old,
have at least 3 years
ventiable OTR experience in last 5 years, no
accidents or major
moving violations on
MVR. 270-761-0191
M-F 8:00-4:00.
DISCI,A1MIER
When .kesskng the
"help uranted- •ernon
,rn our Llasrotiedy
viehpase at
rnurrayledget COT
you utll
reehrected

to pirate...orb corn
By default.
Murray and los al 'oh
lisonv .111 appear t.n
ehrote
tioweN tr. AS manor.'
weleote not all lotang•
on the wilt-tete...1y con,
are placed through
the TASMAN Ledger
& ilme• Plea‘e all
to II you hese Aso
gut.,ttttt regarding
the Murray area
job liminv Thank you

L

Help Wanted

Ubb I Attendant
Part-time or full-time
hours available
Applicant must like to
be active and have fun
Retired but not tired?
Kids in school?
Just want to get out of
the house?
We need your smile.
APPLY IN PERSON
Betweeo 9-11AM or 25P1.11
To Culver's
818 N 12th St
Murray
EOE
HIRING Restaurant
Staff: Busy country
style restaurant in
Aurora KY looking to till
positions in kitchen &
serving
staff.
Experience preferred
but will train right personality.
(270)3549875. 15649 US Hwy
68 East Aurora/Hardin.
NATIONAL Mfg. Co.
accepting applications
for senior administratrve assistant. Salary &
profit share ResumeNMC(HR Dept) 623 N
12th St.. Suite 168.
Murray, KY 42071
NATIONAL Mfg. Co.
h ring
SElleS
reps,
above avg. pay. gener
ous commissions, work
from home, pre-qualified leads. Resume:
NMC (HR Dept), 623
N. 12th St. Suite 168,
Murray, KY 42071.
TEMPORARY- a of
openings: 6 Tobacco
& Hay/Straw, Row
Crops
&
General
Agricultural Workers
Needed
Employer
Rodney
Black & Swift FarmsCalloway County, KY
Dates:
4/15/201012/10/2010
Wages:
$7.25 - 8 00/hour. 3/4
of hours listed on job
order
guaranteed.
Work tools will be provided at no cost. Free
housing provided to
those who cannot reasonably return to their
permanent residence
each working day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
50% of contract is met
Physically able to meet
& perform all job spec'
fications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0396200

Help Wanted
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
HAVE YOUR 'WINTERS OFF!
Now Hiring For The
2010 Season:
Various part time
positions including
Store clerks. Dock
Hands, Housekeeping,
Greai for
Retirees/second jobs
Beginning March.
2010.
Applications accepted,
Sportsrnan s Anchor
Resort & Manna
Benton, KY
Please Call For
Appointment:
270-354-6568

Affordable. loving
childcare in my home.
Ref. available.
270-293-9794.

293-3253
KIDZTOWN Academy
accepting
is
now
enrollrnent for children
6wks.-10yrs. Space
are kneed! For more
information check out
our website veivw.kiztownacademy.com or
call 761-5439. Located
at 1306 S. 12th St
120
Consputwa

MDM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235
227-6004
CASH paid for
good. used gun,
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
LOOKING for land
contract or rent to
own 978-9351.

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus, C/1-11,a.. W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets759-4696.
293-4600

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759 4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO al -800-648-6056

New year new home
14X70 2010 model
3 bed. 2 bath home
$29.999 delivered and
set. Ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

340
Haien For Awe
2 BR, 2 f3taih, nehrly
decorated, near hospital. 1005 Main St
Murray 5400 rent +
$400 depose
Availabie April 1st.
(270)527-3664

3BR $400/mo.
Includes water & lawncare. tyr. lease
required.
270 7531219.
DOUBLEW1DE 3 BR,
$700/mo includes utilities 270-7531219

I

OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduoed,
venous locations
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2 bedroom apartments
available. One year
lease. one month
oeposit, no pets. Call
753-2905.

HOUSE & Office
cleaning References

4 arm uf
lat,lendsle.
HMIS S2S laws*
in°, 434-2.524
a701293-6906

NICE.
lEIR,
wd,
smoke free. no pets, 1
yr lease $375/mc
226-8006

NEW 24X48 home
3 Bed, 2 Bath House
only $49,9'39
Delivered and setup
ends 3-15-10
Call Clayton Homes
731-584-9429

Aprimmis Fix Real

Apsrlinsnts For Rent

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate coreroi
stora,qe
•Security aiarmeci
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

370'
Prop.
For Sale

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
accessible
Phone
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

General Managers and Assistant Managers

Promotions From Within

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-sToRAGE
72o s. 4TH sT

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with dock and outside
storage. All appliances
inciuding washer.
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/rr.o. 759-5885 or
293-7085.

WARD ELKINS.

Starting Salary
depends on experience

II% \

(270)753-1916

DUPLEXES for rent,
all appliances Included. Call 767-0948.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

111

lett s 1( elt

This 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.

Managers and Assktant Managers
KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101

e"11

SPECIAL!!!

150

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

(270)354-6521

1850 St Rt 121S
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5552

•
101d Uncle Jeff's Buildtng I
• _
•
•
•
•
•413
•
• reaVirvik•
•
0•

PIANO. $500 firm
excellent condition
293-7252

"Come Join a Winning Team-

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

• Trends 81 Treasures Mall •

For Sale

nwr, 111.in

All Other Mall
Sabectipticia
no.
no.----WM
yr.

Spnng & Summer ;
Handbags & Jewelry •
"All New Italiansw
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%
Booth 4,66

NEED EXTRA CASH,
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

BLING

.1i ST ARRIVED

[IMMEDIATE OPENING

Taking Applications for

Elms

2BR. 1BA lakefront
house in Panorama
ref,
Shores.
w/d,
13425/month
O'H/A.
plus deposit. Available
immediately. 175 Parn
Dr.(310)567-9321.
3BR. IBA. W&D
included. $650/mo.
$6501clep. 603
Sycamore. 3BR, IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo. 5750/dep.
(270)293-4600
(2701293-3710
FOR Sale or Lease
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1 ,2 car
garage 27°873-7826
SMALL 2BR. appliances furnished, $395
rent & utilities. $395
deposit. lyr lease, no
pets. 270-753-6156

2BR near MSU. appliances furnished.
C/1-1/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
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Murray I edwer
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LAKE LOG
CABIN
2+ AC - $69.900
Free Boat Slips
New log cabin lot &
beautifully wooded
lake access setting or
160.000 acre recreational lake in
Kentucky,
Excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154 x 3439
440
LOH For Sate

SuppeN
AKC regisiered
Doberman Pinscher
puppies $500 & up
Ready beginning of
March 731-336-7848
DOG Obedience
i270)436-2858
GREAT Dane, 13wks,
CKC 435-4250.
MANTLE Great Dane
Puppies. 7wks olo,
AKC registered, champion
bloodline,
declewed 1st shots,
worrned, $500-$800.
270-978-5120 or
270-227-7917.

REGisTERED Toy
Poodles. 270-4892761 or 270-519-4472.
SHIH-TZU puppies
AKC, CKC. shots.
rrned, $300-$350
270-251-0310
evenings

1

Umiak Supplies

HAY S2 50 Bale/Used
& new horse
TackSaddles, Bridles,
Clippers. etc
(270)436 5442
HAY mixed grass
53.00 bale. Small
square bales.
753-1287.
LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
times
all
Alfalfa,
mixes, grass mixes.
Square and rounc1
bales Some wrapped
TON
High protein
Students & truckers
welcome
270-753-8848 before
9t00pm

1

WOODED lot rn
Campbell Estates
1414 Oakhrll Dr
145x175. quiet cui-desac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

2009 brick home.
2,100 sq.ft. living
space.
3BR, 2BA 1 + acre.
double garage. sunroom. hilltop view. 1/2
mile to Murray. City :
water & gas. BY owner
$144,000.
270-519-8570
LARGE home in coantry with acreage 5 :to
85. 6 BR. 6.5 BA. pool,
gyrn, play rooms, large
decks. patio, lots of out
buildings. 3 acre lake
good hunting & fishing
559-2032.
NEW home 3 BR, 2
BA. 2 car garage.
patio, cathedral ceilings. concrete drive.
energy efficient features. Rebates still
available. 210-3781 r
559-2032.

New 2-4
Setirosni homes in
Itivedieid Estates.
Pier
=
MI
2934872

HOUSE FOR SALE

3BR, 28A, no pets
$700/mo
+
$700
depose. 293-5423
38R, 2BA, very nice
Dr.
1800
Valley
$700/mo. 753-5344

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7668

4BR. CM/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

1702 Johnson Blvd.(Ott Doran Rd )
New constniction 2.150 sq.ft. 3BR. 2BA.
bonus room. hardwood floors. granite counter
tops. covered front & back porch $229,900 00
978-1107 Or 978-0505

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-85.56
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 6
.
'CI Frlua! .poottlexty

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-8266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4p.m. M-F

181 Lynnwood Drive
1,200 sq.ft., 3BR, 1BA, brick,
carport, storage room, washer & dryer
hookup, hardwood floors. large
lot- 106x90. In quiet subdivision
$95.000
(270)227-1535

10/111114,40/0. 10
110,

y reit e

/4/2

We Otter
•Ail Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

.11..

II

Call us we will
be glad to
help.

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Murray Ledger
& Times

812 Whitnell Ave • 753-3853

270-753-1916

470
kiotorcyces & ATVS

I

.I
2007 KSF 90 4-wheeler $1,700 270-75.
32125 or 270-767-0191

2005 Chevy Equine:ix,
nice car, $9,500.
753-8428. 293-6082

CLASSIFIEDS

41i •‘Nednesday. March 10. 2010
'30

53

Horoscope

Somas Mum
SUNEW 2010 Toyota
Corolla aeen $179 per
month $2.000 Cash or
trade down KY tax
included, Call for
details
(2701753-4961 &&&

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
,We Finance
hellanclmetersales corn
270 7514461
Cen. for 5 years,on
2010 Varis. Corolla.
Matrix Camry.
Hvbricil'Avalon.
Ravd. Highlander
Tundra.
Encis_April 5

Toyota of Murray
753-4961
99 Rear Grand Pnx GT.
sunroof
Michelins,
$3,950 obo. 978-5655,
759-9295

MEIUna Trucks
1995 F-250 Ford
$3,600 435-4498

1980 GMC step side
truck 350, automatic.
$1,200. 270-978-7218.

$15 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Aduft owned & operated
978-5655 759-9295
L&M

LAWN SERVICE
mowing Manicuring.

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe. anc
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now °Hering septic
tank pumping. Mean
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
a 11.11461m
i
179-753-1179
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained 436-2228
DAVIS Handywork's
Small home repairs,
garages. decks, siding,
remodeling.
houses
boil
surt
270-227-9484
i)it)ts&i I NJ Psi!:
P‘ititis.c.
&Rt't

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residental &
Commercial
l'ree Eshmates
(2-0)226-0505 Dave

landscaping &
teal Vacuunting,
_Satisiar hen auarlmeed

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing season is
coming up So
give me a call for
your free estimate

Corey 0
(270)705-1037
T&T Lavm Service
Free estimates.
(270)293-0468
Are you looking for
an alfordabie &
rehabie mowing
service')If so then
call 270-873-9637.
Free Estimates

NI&\

.

•Itteolint 07tirtme.
•Ita h. ...a •
k Iwo rcipeiNis

I &I

.1
• 2-'1104',-201

1 .11- ..2,11.9"K-1121th
MOWING
and
Tnmming small to
iarge
Dependable,
reliable, gutters. mulch,
shrubs tninmed, hauing, 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
Or 978-7002

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE

0.00 Cost Estimate

PRESSuRE Washing

227-9641
AFFORDABLE

Houses. Decks &
Sidewalks 970-7084

436-5517
1(270)227-0587
Ail Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors
Vinyl
Decks
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
1{2701293-4020
ALDRIDGE
&McCulston Roof1ne

YOUR'AD- •
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
".

A MONTH

Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Rest
•Shrub and t•ee
tnrnming
*Gutter cleaning
*Other services
•Ouality SerViCir di
affordable prices
753-4455

• weekly speoai
• localty ow nett operated

751-1151 • 293-2783
213-2784
aanitc
'Marble
3301 St. Rt 1.2114.

• 7.534087

CALL 753-191a

Hill Electri
-61
Since 198h

PROLAWN Scheduled
Lawnc.are 1st mowing
free 270-293-1924

Iktvklis Home
Improvement
IL(
Water Damaged Roofs
Braces & Floor Josts
Remodeling & Plumbing

VW! Do Insurance Vico,
V,3 & StastenSa,&Accevyt

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliaole, but
inaccuracies eo occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned hereir
are believed to be repotable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

24 noun ScatviCa
Res . Com &
Ltcensed & insured
All Jobs - hig or small

*****
5 Star
Tile & Marble
• ..

753-9562
LAMB S
PROFESSIONAL
,TREE SERVICE

•

Roger R. Delgado

!I I

-

LAMB'S TREE
SERVICE

'lir

(2701436-2867
(27,0)293-11113
436-2f367 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk 8 tree work.
A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
•Large Tree
Removal •Tnmming
•Stump Gnnding
•Hangers
Servicing Benton
Hardin & Murray
(270).530-0030
(270)252-4111
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Soma
Laminate
Flores
Repairs. workers coma.

Insured.
227-2617.
CONTRACTORS

&

Subcontractors rushed
to meet bid deadlines
Need more hours in a
day? Call Greene's
Consulting for quality &
precision. Estimates
270-978-2623.

(270)382-2041.
•.

6100 OFF ON
$200 OR
MORE

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

Free Estimates
Credit Cards accepted

Aerial Buck.etTruck

Ofter expres 320 •

(270)753-2020

HAPP1
for
BIR1141)%V
Thursday, March 11, 2010:
This year you have many opportunities for change and heading
in a positive direction. You will
be much happier as you launch
into a new life cycle. You could
discover how content you are
when taking a proactive stance.
You could be amazed by your
affirmative behavior. If you are
single, you will be surrounded
by potential suitors. You will
have to work at staying single.
Others will be envious of your
many admirers. If you are
attached, the two of you might
have a disagreement about how
to lead your daily life. But
because of your especially
upbeat personality. the two of
you can hop over any problem.
AQUARIUS makes a great healer.

IIt

1270)227-9153

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding firewood. Insured
489-2839

Insured

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

The Stars Show the Kind of
1)3 You'll Hsoe: S-Dynarnis'.
4-Positise,
I -Difficult

Aserage, 2-tits-so.

The%art Ledger &Times

Photo provsded

Pictured are members of Graves County High School's student television team.

Herndon's GCHS TV team
wins national title in California

ARiES (March 21 -April 19)
***** Staying focused takes

By Paul Schaumburg
Community Relations Director
Graves County Schools
Graves
County.
High
School's WGCE-TV won the
national title for "Best High
School Daily Broadcast" recently at the Student Television
Network
convention
in
Anaheim, Calif. The team competed in the daily-taped category
for its daily 10-minute show
"gctv." GCHS also won the
award in 2008.
the flow. Seek out other solu"gctv" features daily school
tions, though you might be hardnews, along with feature stories,
pressed to convince others of the
sports reports. movie reviews
"rightness" of
your
ideas.
and various other special segTonight: Could be late.
ments. It is seen daily by stuGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Keep reaching out for dents at school, as well as viewothers and, if need be, find an ers of local cable television in
talent, especially as a child,
loved one or creative endeavor
keeps popping up needing extra
attention. Don't lose your focus,
and get done what you deem a
high priority. A meeting could be
quite distracting. Tonight: Where
tne gang is.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to do
something very different and
handle a matter differently from a
boss_ This is a no-vain situation,
and you might need to go with

expert or two to help resolve an
issue. Listen to what others are
saying rather than become reactive. Your creativity doesn't
respond well to this pressure.
You rnight feel a little out of kilter
in this situation. Tonight: Detach
from the immediate.
CANCER (june 21 -July 22)
**** A key associate makes
demands. Listen to another's
suggestions
concerning
finances. You could be overwhelmed by pressure, and are
not seeing sti eight. Be aware of
your limits, and honor them
accordingly. Tonight- Go with a
suggestion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** YOu couid be stormier
than you realize
Suddenly,
excesses of late might become
more apparent. Do ask yourself
why you are so serious Let go
and relax. Reaa between the
lines with someone you care
about. What this person isn't saying could be more significant
than you think. Tonight: Pressure
builds in your daily life.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Relax with your daily
demands. Sometimes you get so
uptight you lose your temper.
Understand what is happening
within your immediate circle.
Deal with others on a one-on-one
level. Your creativity flourishes_
Tonight: Kick back.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Your imagination fills in
the gaps. You understand the
implications, however, you find a
situation far more invigorating
than in the past. Pressure builds
when you want one thing and
others want another Tonight:
Enjoy the moment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to try
another approach or do something very different. Your softer
side emerges with an associate
who might have difficulty seeing
the whole picture. Tonight'
Happy
horne.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Det. 21)
***** Communication is

active. You cannot complain. No
matter what, you manage to get
past another person's reservaTROYER'S
tions. Listen to what is being
Construction
shared_ If you detach from your
Metal Roofing, Pole
preferences, you'll come up on
Bam, Shingles.
top. Tonight' Talking up a storm.
(270)804-6884.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
YEARRY'S
Tree *** Watch your spending. It
Service. Free esti- easily could get out of control.
The unexpected adds excitemates. Phone
19Sft
ment to your day. Your ability to
436-2562, 227-0267
share your feelings helps a personal relationship. A purchase tor
your home might be a very good
decision. Tonight. Treat time.
ADUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You like what is happening in your immediate circle
.1 Job Caaeninz'r
of friends. Stay in touch wah your
needs when dealing with a fiery
.a4.4cticn Not ce
personality in your life. Don't
Fitrn E4.1ipmeryt'
back down, keeping in mind your
limits. Tonight: Whatever knocks
The CluslflrA are the k-asliNt
most effectIve WItet to ad.ertis
your socks off.
A reaueek id will have pecyle
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Know when to move forfrom al i aver the ass showing
ward. Take action directly and
lntereol in whet you've got to tell
with certainty. You know what to
Sc don't be thy, tell eArior* you
do and which way to go. Getting
i-eve wteit they svant
agreement might take a heavy
770•743•1916
effort Just do what you need to.
Tonight: Take some personal
time.
C 4131711tel

(1, MK'S
\‘‘•( ‘10
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by lacbeeline Biwa

753-1816 7:27-0611

Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
-Garages
-Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Homei Mobile Home
Repair

Murray Ledger & Times

Graves County, plus it is available
for
viewing
on
www.wgce.net.
Student Television Network,
the national organization for
high school broadcast/film programs, presents the award each
year as part of its annual convention's award ceremony in the
grand
ballroom
of
the
Disneyland
Hotel
and
Convention Center. More than
1,800 students from 110 high
schools from across the country
participated in this year's event.
Schools are not required to
attend in order to competc for
the awards.
Excellence awards are presented to one school in each of
several newscast categories:

Best Monthly Newscast: Best
Weekly; Best Daily-Live; and
Best Daily-Taped. Participating
schools were required to submit
two consecutive shows in
December for the contest,
judged by a panel of bmadcast
professionals, then announced at
the convention awards ceremony.
Other awards were presented
for winners in on-site contests
held during the convention
week. 1Welve GCHS seniors in
the TV program attended the
convention March 3-6.
Graves County's TV program
teacher/advisor
is
Randy
Hemdon of Murray. He currently is in his 19th year at the
school.
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A VISIT WITH GOVERNMENT: Pictured above are Chip Adams, Will Adams, an 8th grader at
Murray Middle School, Rep. Melvin Henley and Bill Adams. Will Adams served as the representative's page recently, He is the son of Chip and Jill Adams, Murray.

MSU professor named to Public
Advocacy Commission of Kentucky
Dr.
Crystal
Rae Coel
Coleman, senior lecturer in the
Murray State University department of organizational communication, has been named by
Gov. Steve Beshear to the Public
Advocacy Commission of
Kentucky.
The I 2-person commission
consists of the dean or dean's
representative of the three
Kentucky Law Schools, two
members appointed by the
Kentucky Supreme Court, the
executive director of the
Criminal Justice Council of the
Justice Cabinet and five members appointed by the govemor.
Two of these five come from
recommendations
of
the
Kentucky Bar Association, one
who is a child advocate and one
is recommended from the
Protection
and
Advocacy
Advisory Boards and by the
governor
The commission assists the
department in ensuring its independence through public education about the purposes of the
public advocacy system. It has
budgetary and certain supervision responsibilities.
Coleman, who is director of
the MSU Speech and Debate
Union, also serves as the college
head of Elizabeth College. She
is the president of the Kentucky
Forensics Association.
A member of the MSU faculty since 1995, she received her
bachelor's degree in mass media
and journalism from Hampton
University in Virginia, her master's degree in conununications

with emphasis in public address
University
from
the
of
Louisiana-Monroe and her doctorate from the Southern
University Law Center.
She has taught in London,
and at the University of
Wisconsin at Platteville, the
University of Louisiana at
Monroe and the Community
College of Philadelphia. She
will teach in Australia during the
2010-11 winter break.
A licensed attorney, she is a
certified mediator, motivational
speaker and corporate consultant. She has been selected to be
in Who's Who in Education and

Champagne. Aid'.
female Corgi. Pug [Mix'

Who's Who in American Law.
She recently had an article in
the Kentucky Journal of
Communication,
titled
"Campaign 2008: The Legal and
Ethical
Considerations
of Rhetoncal Posturing and Media
Strategies." She is the author of •
THE Presentation Guide Book:
From the Classroom to the
Boardroom.
She will be a co-presenter in
March
at
the
American
Association of Blacks in Higher
Education in Atlanta.
Coleman will attend her first
meeting of the Kentucky comrnission in April.

Ginger. ti,e month,.
female Abyssinian. Domestic
Short Hair - buff(Mixt

SHELTER HOURS: mON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 Pm • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
"
:
1 a l ff..—
Foc more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '
at (270) 759-4141
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COMICS / FEATURES
Too many cooks would spoil
beloved mother-in-law's broth
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Looking Back
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of J.L.
Barnett closing the control panel
for the new emergency siren
located between the Murray
Ledger & Times office and the
old Piggly Wiggly building prior
to testing. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Jerry and Rita Burkeen. Dec..
13; a girl to Shawn and Karen
Kutz, Feb. 12; a girl to 1ames
Darren and Elaine Parker, Feb.
23; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rick
Grogan, March 2.
In the First Region Girls Basketball Tournament Murray Lady
l'igers won 37-34 over Fulton
City and Graves Lady Eagles
won 67-34 over Heath.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University Racers won 68-67 over Austin Peay
in the Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament. Jones
was high scorer for the Racers.
Murray High School Tigers
won 58-34 over Ballard Memorial in the First Region Basket. ball Tournament at Mayfield.
Cheaney was high scorer for
the Tigers.
Published is a picture of
Justin Miller and Melony Stanbaudht, eighth graders at Murray Middle School, working on
a St. Patrick's advertisement for
Storey's Food Giant as part of
a school-business partnership.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of
workmen tuck painting the brick
on Wrather Hall on Murray State
University campus. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Debbie N. Lee.
Murray High School Tigers
won 67-65 in two overtimes
over Calloway County High Lakers. High scorers were Howie
Crittenden for Murray and Jeff
Garrison for Lakers

Btrths reponed include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Chambers, Jan.6; a girl to Dr. and
Mrs.* David Kirby. Jan. 12; and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Doug
Walker. Jan. 13.
Forty years ago
Murray High School Tigers
won 77-61 over Calloway County High School Lakers in the
Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament. High scorers were Pat Lamb for Murray
and Darrell Cleaver for Calloway.
Dr. Elwood Brown, locat veterinarian, was the speaker at a
meeting of the Eager Beavers
4-H Club held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins.
Births reported include boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Stegar,
March 5; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Schlosser. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Phil Barber and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Harris,
March 6.
Fifty years ago
A new snow fall with a total
accumulation of 12 to 14 inches over the seven inch snowfall last week covered the Calloway County area on March
9. Both the city and county school
systems are closed today.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Lowes lost 43-36 to Lone Oak
and Hickman County won 7261 over North Marshall Jets.
Sixty years ago
Officers of the newly formed
chapter of American Chemical
Society at Murray State College are William Parr. president;
Jack Kerr. vice president; Janice Crawford, secretary-treasurer; and Robert Radar, publicity.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament
played at Murray State College,
Sharpe beat Hickman 67-38 and
Tilgham beat Hardin 59-42.

DE:AR ABBY: My mother-in-law, Edye. was a wonderful cook and an accomplished hostess. Friends and
family enjoyed being a part
of her events. not only because
of the food but also because
she
made
everyone
feel so welcome.
Before my
husband and
I were married, I met
Edye for the
first time at
a dinner she
By Abigail
hosted in my
Van Buren
honor.
Of
course, I was nervous about
meeting her and wanted to make
a good impression. After the
introductions, I followed her
into the kitchen and offered
to do what 1 could to help.
She smiled and said. "No
thank you. dear. I like to do
things my way." and then she
pointed to a poem she had
framed and hung on her wall.
The title was. "Stay out of
My Kitchen," and she told me
it had come from your "Keepers" booklet.
Edye passed away two years
ago, and the poem now hangs
in my sister-in-law's kitchen.
I think of my dear mother-inlaw every time I see it. How
can I get some copies of your
"Keepers" booklet? I will be
hosting a wedding shower for
my niece and would like to
use them as part of the gift
bags I'm assembling for the
luncheon. -- STILL MISSING

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March
10, the 69th day of 2010. There
are 296 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 10, 1876, the first
successful voice transmission over
Alexander Graham Bell's telephone
took place in Boston as his assistant heard Bell say. "hig-sillutga
— come here I want to see
you."
On this date:
In 1496, Christopher Columbus concluded his second visit to

E3

ER Y El I— lJ

the Western Hemisphere as he left
Hispaniola for Spain.
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was
appointed Amenca's minister to
France. succeeding Benjamin
Franklin.
In 1880, the Salvation Army
arrived in the United States from
England.
In 194S. the body of the anti-_
Communist foreign minister of
Czechoslovakia, Jan Masaryk. was
found in the garden of Czernin
Palace in Prague.
In 1949. Nazi wartime broad-

caster Mildred E. Gillars, also
known as "Axis Sally," was convicted in Washington, D.C. of
treason. (She served 12 years in
priSOfl.
In 1969. James Earl Ray pleaded guilty in Memphis, Tenn., to
assassinating civil rights leader
Martin Luther King, Jr. (Ray later
repudiated that plea. maintaining
his innocence until his death.)
In 1980,"Scarsdale Diet" author
Dr. Herman Tarnower was shot
to death at his home in Purchase,
N.Y.
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Dr. Gott

OKI)

inhibitors (PM,' may interfere.
but the recommendation IS that
Nexium, Tagamet and Tagamet HB.•
Diflucan. Nizoral, VFEND. Intelence, Felbatol, Prozac, Sarafem..
Symbyax. Luvox and Ticlid alscC
not be taken with Plavix because
of the potential for similar interactions.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
Parkinson's disease and have a
great deal of saliva. I take twokinds of drugs -- ropinirole and.
carbidopelevodopa -- and won-:
der if they. are necessary.
DEAR READER: Parkinson's:.
is a neurological disorder with a::
myriad of symptoms, including;
fatigue, malaise. depression. mem-:
ory loss. cramped handwriting,:
tremor, rigidity. gait abnormalities, lack of facial expression and.
sense of smell. and more. Pos.-tural instability develops as the
disease progresses. Excess saliva.
is uncommon, but each person
experiences different symptoms.
Current research indicates that
symptoms of Parkinson's disease
are related to depletion or low
levels of dopamine in the brain
Romnirole is a central-nervous-system agent with some of the same
effects as dopamine. Carbidopa
and levodopa work in combination. Carbidopa helps to prevent
the breakdown of levodopa before
it reaches the brain. Then the levodopa kicks in and converts to
dopamine once it gets there.
You may have been placed on
the ropiairole in addition to your
carbidopanevodopa because the
combination drug alone did not
control your Parkinson's symptoms satisfactorily. I urge you to
discuss any concerns or questions:
you may have regarding your
treatment with the prescribingphysician. You should also be under:
the care of a neurologist familiar:
ith treating Parkins.m's.

Contract Bridge

A Necessary Assumption
covered by the ten and jack. puning
West on lead at trick three.
It was obvious to West that if ,
South's presumed seven-card club
suit was headed by the K-Q-.1 or Kthe contract could not be •
Q- I
defeated, since declarer would
inevitably score seven club tricks
plus the A-K of hearts and A-K of •
diamonds. Ile therefore had to hope
South's clubs were not
West reasoned further that if his'
pertner had the K-x of clubs. the contract would fail no mauer what he did :
neat'Bo if Last held either the Q-x
or 1- Ili of clubs, 11 %as necessar) to
liirce dummy to ruff a sNde.
Accordingly, West returned the
king ofspades at tnck three. Declarer ruffed with dummy's ace, but later
had to lose a club to W'est's nme for
down one.
.Although West had no choice but
to lead a third round of spades under '
the circumstances. it is important to
note that alter winning the jaek of
spades at trick two. W'est knew for
sure that South had at least onc more
spade. Declarees spade holding was
resealed by Last's return of the !bur
— his oiriginal fourth-best spade —
on the .sccond trick.
With only one lower spade the
deuce — unaccounted for at that
point, East could not have started
with more than live spades. marking
declarer %Alt at least three cards in
the suit

Crosswords
ACROSS

1-

Plavix and Prilosec like
oil and water

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a
EDYE IN SAN FRANCISCO
hean condoion and take both PlavDEAR MISSING EDYE:
ix to prevent blood clots and
Please accept my sympathy for
Pnlosec for
the loss of your mother-in-law.
stomach acid.
I was recentFrom your descnption, she must
ly informed
have been a talented and spethere are new
cial lady. I'm pleased Edye
reports
out
found my Keepers Booklet
that
advise
enjoyable. and I hope your
me not to take
guests will, too. It can he
my Prilosec.
ordered by sending your name
DEAR
READER:
and mailing address, plus check '
Plavix is preor money order for $6 (U.S.
scribed
by
funds), to: Dear Abby -- Keepphysicians to
By
ers Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Dr Peter Gott prevent blood
Mount Morris, IL 61054-0447.
clots
that
could lead to heart attack or stroke
Shipping and handling are
in some patients. Prilosec reduces
included in the price. You'll
the incidence of excess stomach
find it contains a collection of
acid. In November 2009, the Food
humorous and inspirational letand Drug Administration issued a
ters, poems and essays that were
warning to patients not to take
longtime favorites of my own
one if you are on the other. New
research suggests that when
dear mother -- which is why
Prilosec and Plavix are taken. the
she included them in an inspirability to block platelet anticloting, easy-to-read booklet for
ting may be reduced by almost
anyone who needs a "lift."
50 percent. Plavix alone isn't capaThe poem your mother-inble of producing an anticlotting
effect until it is metabolized or
law framed is brief. polite and
convened into an active fortn with
succinct -- and here it is:
the assistance of the liver enzyme
STAY OUT OF MY
CYP2C19. With the addition of
KITCHEN
Prilosec, this liver enzyme is
by Susan Sawyer
blocked, substantially reducing the
Please stay away from my
potential effectiveness of the Plavix.
kitchen
Once the possible interaction
From tny dishwashing, cookwas noted. the FDA requested addiing and such:
tional studies from the manufacYou were kind to have
turer that supported the existence
offered to pitch in
of a significant interaction that
But thanks. no, thartk you
could negatively impact a person's health. As a result. the Playso much!
ix label has been updated and
Please don't think me ungranow includes warnings regarding
cious
the IISC of Prilosec and other drugs
When I ask that you leave
that block the liver enzyme. It is
me alone:
unknown how other proton-pump
For my. kitchen's not any
too spacious
And my routine is strictly
my own.
Tell you what: You stay out
of my kitchen
Sou.ti dcalci
With its sodden, hot, lackNeither side vulnerable
NORTH
luster lures -•7 5
VvIer. you're here, stay out
VAK108 3
of my kitchen
•A K 8 5 2
•A
And 1 promise to stay out
EAST
WEST
of yours!
4 A 98 4 2
•K 13
111.1 9 76
•Q 5 4
•Q 9 3
•1 H.1. 6
SOMETHING TO THINK
•9 7 2
•.1 10
ABOUT: How far you go in
SOUTH
•Q106
life depends on your being
V2
tender with the young, com•7 4
passionate with the aged, sym4K (),.. 6 7;
The bidding:
pathetic with the striving, and
West
South
North Last
tolerant of the weak and the
Pas,
3
Pa.s.
13 4
strong -- because someday you
Pass
4•
Pass
44
5 46
will have been all of these. Opening lead — three of spades.
- GEORGE WASHINGTON
There are many instances where
CARVER
a defender has to hope that a certain
lie of the card, exists without any
assurance that it actually does. In
Dear Abby Ls written by
these cases, the defender ,imply
Abigail Van Buren, also
adopt,the stoic philosophy that if the
situation he's hoping for does not
known as Jeanne Phillips,
exist, nothing else could be done to
and vva_s founded by her mothalter the outcome.
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
Consider West's predicament
early
in the play of today's deal.
Dear
at www.DearAbwhere South reached live clubs on
by.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
the bidding shown. The opening
spade lead was taken by Fast's ace.
Angeles, CA 90069.
and his four-of-spades return wa.s

38 Party centerpiece
39 Cousin of PDO
40 Vacuum-tube
gas
42 Veggie-tray
item
44 Cartridge fillers
47 Skimpy tops
51 Desktop symbol
54 Dormant
56 011-lamp part
57 Deep breath
58 Cozy room
59 Humorists
60 Linger
61 Conclude
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Wednesday, March 10, 2010• 5B

1 Popular pet
4 Mountain passes
8 Middle Ages
quaff
12 Smog monitor
13 Journalist —
Ducommun
14 Luke
Skmalker's
guru
15 Facing
17 Vegas sight
18 Dance-floor
moves
19 Non-profit org.
21 Cash substitute
23 This too —
pass
27 Fritz's refusal
30 Put to flight
33 Anaconda
34 Zebra female
35 Almost grads
36 Brown seaweed
37 Actress —
Longoria
1

2
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1 Company VIPs
2 Dr.'s visit
3 Finish-line
marker
4 Fresco base
5 MacGraw of
films
6 Feel sorry for
7 Appear to be
5

6

7

'1-10 C 2010 tinned Feature Syndleate, Inc
8 Chatty starling
9 Fair-hiring
abbr.
10 Big fuss
11 GB — Marino
16 Speculate
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AND MAYBE SOME PAPER,
AND AN ERASER, AND
A RULER, AND YOUR
MATH BOOK AND...
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

r

8

20 Milwaukee
hrs.
22 — Major
24 Vigoda and
Lincoln
25 Kinks' hit song
26 Reindeer
herder
27 Taos loc.
28 Icicle locale
29 Where Tabriz
is
31 Mork's planet
32 Victimized
36 Out of order
38 Larry King's
channel
41 Farm sounds
43 Like dandruff
45 Chocolate
candy
46 Angry mood
48 Stick around
49 Two to two
50 E-mail option
51 Labor org.
52 A fifth of DX
53 Autumn mo.
55 Turkish title
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Murray Elementary Schoo
l Chess Team second place recipients Blake
Bumb, Tomas Ferreyra, Mason Lu, Sarah Jacob
s, and Faterneh VaraII.

Pictured, from left, are Murray Middle Schoo
l Chess second place recipients
Talon Cole, and Charlie Gannon.

Photo provided
Sam Lewis.

Photo pfovided
Pictured, from left, are Murray High Schoo
l Chess champions: Conner McKenna, Zake
Zimmerer, Eric Wann, Liam Parker, Daniel
Hughes, and Steven Arnold.

MISD receives top recognition at chess championship
Sziociat to the Lodger
The Murray. High School
Chess Team recently captured
first place during the Quad A
Regional Chess Championship
their first competition of the
year) held at Murray High
School. Murray Middle School
Chess Team members. as well
as Murray Elementary School
students received second place.
All three teams advanced to
state and will compete in this
weekend's state chess competition in Louisville.
MHS Chess Team members,
Steven Arnold, Jordan Smith.
Daniel Hughes. Jake Zimmerer,
and Eric Warm all tied for first
place individual awards with
three of a possible four points
Liam Parker placed sixth with
2.5 points.
MMS Chess Team students
fourth.fifth grade section placed
second in the Quad A regional
championships with three players
in a four player toumament. Sam
Lewis won first place overall with
a perfect 4 points. Talon Cole finished in fourth. and Charlie
Gannon won sixth.
Members of the MES Chess
Team received second place
during the Quad A Regional
Chess Championship at Murray.
High School. The fonowing

MES Chess students were recognized for their winning rankings after receiving second
place during the Quad A:

Mason Lu (second). Fatemeh
Yarali (fifth) Blake Bumb
(sixth and Tomas Ferreyra sev
enth)
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By Appt: 270-978-2872
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Student team from MSU places at Chicag
o event
,4 student team from the
Murray State University college
Of business won second piace in
a case competition at the
Pnnciples Business Leadership
Institute Feb. 19-20 in Chicago.
The
team
-Brian
Kinnatunan. international business, St. Louis. Matthew Beeler,
finance, 0.Falion, Ill.; April

Mitchell, food management,
Murray; and Kimberly Franklin,
international
business,
Richmond, Ky. — won a uophy
and a $500 scholarship.
Murray State had 19 students
go the annual Alpha Kappa Psisponsored event and had three
of the 25 teams entered.
Franklin, who is president of

the Eta Iota chapter of Alpha
Kappa Psi at Murray State, said
the teams were given ar.
sausage to market. They had to
come up with the brand name
and put together a marketing
plan.
Alpha Kappa Psi is the national professional society for business students.

The Unity Community Homeniakers
would like to present..

INANEMr
A "Quilts & Memories" Quilt Show
Saturday March 13th, 2010 at
The Alarshall County Extension Office
10:00 till 3:00
piikxoti
Admission: $5.00
OiU /1*
"*
Ittt
*7.
4"

featuring...A Collection of
Quilts, Quilt Tops, & Swedish Embroidery
' Afghansfrom long ago to
present. Many u.sed and unused quilts as
well as unfinished quilt tops will
he on display.
Demonstrations:
FOR MORE INFORMA71011
1111 QUILI SHOW, CONTACT:
Quilting
Arai; PUGH 0 270-354-6070 op EAIAIL tRALIXVIGABWK.KET OR
Sw.edish Embroidery'
a, 270 354-8467
EvAa.
`TY
& More

Regular 6" or Flatbread
Breakfast Sandwich and
a 16 oz. coffee for $2.99

Regular 6" or Flatbread Omelet
Sandwich and get a second
Omelet Sandwich for 99t

Register for free door prizes to be given away
throughout day!
ALL PROCEEDS MU. BENEFIT THE RESIDENTIAL HOSP
ICE HOUSE
FOR INFORMATION ON THE

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY ENDOWMENT FOR HEALTHCARE,
CONTACT KEiTH TRAVIS AT 270-762-1908 ott SUSAN DAVIS AT
270-762-1800
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Dunn says
he's pleased
budget cuts
aren't deeper
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Although
Murray
State
University•s state appropriations won't be known until the
Kentucky Senate passes its veriion of the next budget. MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn said
he is pleased that the House version doesn't force more cuts
than he expected.
Dunn said MSU would take a
roughly
I 4
percent cut al
!!. /1
the next academic
year
under
the
House budget
and that this
was
about
what
he
expected. He
DUISIN
said that per eentage isn't
reflected in the budget as wntten because of the inclusion of
$392.000 for the Breathitt
Veterinary
Center
in
Hopkinsville, funds for which
have traditionally' been included
in
the
Department
of
Agnculture's budget instead of

n, 2010

Murray, KY 421171

House passes budget after lengthy floor debate
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wrder
RANKFORT Ky. (AP) - The
Kentucky House passed a S1 7 5
billion two-year state budget plaal
Wednesday. that divided lawmakers
along mostly party lines in a debate
focusing on its use of revenue enhanaements and a jobs creation component
that would pile up rnore state debt.
The spending blueprint for the budget
cycle beginning July I features about
$2.2 billion in borrowing for a flurry of

F

protects to biliid schools, roads and
w aterl Ines.
Supporters said state government
should step up to help stimulate job creation at a time of anemic job growth by
the pnvate sector
reflected by the
state's high unemployment rate.
"it's not our responsibility to come
down and say that because people are
hurting .. we just need to hunker down
and don't do anything to change this,said Rep. Harry' Moberly'. D-Richmond,
predicting that ratcheting up construe-

projects could produce 25.000 jobs.
House Minority Floor Leader Jeff
Hoover, a Jamestown Republican. said
the pmposed budget's overriding theme
was the increased debt level that taxpayers would shoulder for years.
''It should make every one of us sick an
the pit of our stomach of what we're
doing for our future and our kids and
grandkids with this debt," Hoover said.
After more than three hours of debate,
House Democrats voted in lockstep for
the bill with one exception — Jim
tion

Wayne of Louisville. Republicans wets
united against it other than Rep. Jiai
Stewart of Flat tack. Two GOP melte!
bers didn t vote.
The propiosal relies on budget cuts andother steps, plus more than $.300 millioa
in revenue enhancements, to plug a
more than SI billion shortfall looming
over the next budget.
The measure passed on a 65-33 vote.
It now goes to the Republican -led

II See Page 3A

Workman scheduled
for court
appearance
By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
A Murray woman accused of
being an accomplice to murder
is scheduled to appear in
Calloway Circuit Court Friday
tor a status heanng.
Kayla M. Workman, 21. hal
been indicted on a complicity to
murder charge in thc death of
Murray resident Herbert Don.ald
Scandell, 23, shortly beforc
Christmas. She has pleaded
innocent tu the charge.
Also charged in the cnme iS
Jay son Paul Workman. 31:
Jayson Workman is charged
with murder in connection t6
the incident. Both were charged
after Scandell's body WdS found
following a car crash December
23 near Murray. Kentucky State
Police
said
they
found
Scandell's body in the back of a
car that drove into a creek bed.
KSP spokesman Trooper Deaa
Patterson said police found
Scandell with stab wounds to
his chest, neck and back.
Kayla Workman, who was
reportedly driving the vehicle;
was taken to Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in
Nashville suffering with injuhes
from the accident. She was
treated for injuries and released.
lay-son Workman was indicted
lan. 4 by a grand jury. He has
also pleaded innocent. Both are
lodged in Calloway County Jail,

•See Page 3A
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Eta The Pataacialad Preis
Thursday...Mostly
cloudy
with a chance of showers and a
sfight chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 60s. Chaace
of precipitabon 50 percent
Thursday
night...Mostly
cnxiely with a 30 percent chance
of showers. Lows in the mid
4Gs.
Friday...Mostly cksucty with a
30 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the mid 50s
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of rain
showers. Lows in the upper 30s
Saturday...Mostly cfoudy with
a 20 percent chance of rain
showers. Highs in the lower
50s.
Saturday
night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the upper 30s.
Sunday...Partty sunny. Highs
in the mid 50s.
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Hazel Mayor Ken-y Vasseur, center left, shakes hands with Murray-Calloway
County Hospitai CEO Keith Bailey, center
right, following a hbtxrn cutting officially implementing provision of primary care
and prescription medical services in
Hazel Wednesday morning. MCCH's Health Express mobile unit will visit the city
once per week through the spring and
summer bringing medical services closer to home for residents.

Hazel, MCCH kick off Health Express project
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky - Mun-ay
Calloway County Hospital's
Health Express mobile clmic
rolled into Hazel Wednesday
morning bnnging pnmary care
and prescription services to
residents closer to home.
Dunng a ribbon cutting ceremony. Mayor Kerry Vasseur

aed Hazel City Council Mealbers gathered svith hospital
CEO Keith Bailey. Keith
Travis, vice president for institutional development, and
other hospital officials to officially kick-off a six-month
trial program instituted by
agreement between the hospital and the city.
Vasseur thanked everyone

involsed in the project for
helping to provide medical
services on-site in the city for
the very first time.
"Quality health care is not
something that is everywhere
in the commonwealth to have
readily and for us to be able to
have this brought to Hazel is a
wonderful thing and we want
to thank all the people that

helped to bring this along," he
said. 'We hope that this is
going to be good for the surrounding communita as well."
Bailey said the effort is part
of MCCH's mission to provide
quality health care programs
that meet the needs of people.
"I just want to say that it is

•See Page 3A

II! See Page 3A

Mickey Mouse, others
to visit RSEC Friday
By KYSER LOUGH
way to Walt Disney' World or
Staff Writer
DisneyLand."
ickey Mouse is having
Bouthillette said the premise
a party, and it starts at of the show revolves around a
the Regional Special musical party that Mickey
Events Center tomorrow.
Mouse wants to throw for his
Mickey, along with other friends. After enlisting the
notable Disney characters, postmaster to deliver party
will bring Playhouse Disney invitations, the invited guests
Live! to the stage at RSEC for then seek out music to bnng to
two shows Friday, March 12.
the party. Leo and the rest of
"It's a great show for kids, the Little Emsteins travel the
especially when it's their first world to find music while
expenence to See live theater," Handy Manny, Tigger and
said Nick Bouthillette, who Pooh all work to find their
portrays Leo Einstein in the own music to bring to the
show, in a phone interview party. Bouthillette said the
earlier this week. -They also finale is his favonte part of the
get to see the characters from show.
the show broug,ht to life on the
stage without going all the II See Page 3A
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Photo providea
Members of the cast of Playhouse Disney Live! will be bringing two shows to the Regional
Special Events Center Friday. The show revolves around a music party that Mickey
Mouse
invites his friends to. The Little Einstelns, Handy Manny and -rigger and Pooh all set out to
find
the perfect music for the party.
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